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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Our a~ has seen one of the most remarkable archaeological 
triumphs of all time, the deciphering of the writing of the 
Achaean Greeks, the heroes of Homer's poems, by an English archi-
tect, Michael G. F. Ventris. The aohievement of the sucoessful 
architeot, a cryptographer during World War II, whose interest 
in Greek antiquity stems from his school.day education in the 
classios, ranks with Heinrioh Schliemann's discovery of Troy and 
Jean Franyois Champollionts decoding of the Rosetta Stone as one 
of the greatest accomplishments of archaeology. While Schlie-
mann's excavations gave historical substance to the legends of 
• Homer, Mr. Ventris's decipherment revealed the language of Homer's 
heroes; while Champollion had a quasi-translation in Greek to work 
from in the prooess of decoding the Egyptian hieroglyphics and 
.hieratic script, Ventri. worked on tablets whose sense as well as 
script was unknown. 
A ~ ~ Times article announcing Mr. Ventrists 1952 dis-
covery read: 
An ancient Greek script chat for l;he last half century 
and longer has baffled archaeologists and linguists has been 
decoded finally--by an amateur. 
1 
2 
Solving of the riddle by Michael Ventris, an English 
architect and leisure-time scholar of pre-classical scripts, 
• • • is looked upon as an unparalleled achievement. 
Implications of Mr. Ventris's findings have rocked 
the archaeological world, and resultant tremors, scholars 
assume, will be felt in other areas of learning as well. l 
The story of the Myoenaean script began more than fifty years 
ago when Sir Arthur Evans unearthed comparatively great masses of 
engraved tablets from the palace at Knossos, Orete. No one could 
read the tablets, except for some numbers. When you find on a 
tablet this set of symbols: 
-
" 
1/ t I 
I I I 
it i8 likely that t:lis is merely an add! tion, the vertical strokes 
representin~ single units and the horizontal ones tens: thus, 1+ 
37+2-40.2 
But the words on the tablets were another story. Tney were 
compose. of different Signs, which no scholar could recognize. 
True, a handful of them resembled signs in other scripts, but 
they constituted such a small percentage that they offered little 
hope of leading to a solution. Indeed, the writing seemed im-
possible to decipher. The script was unknown, the meaning of the 
tablets was unknown, and, seemingly, so was the language. Unless 
lSanka Knox, "Deciphered Tablets Antedate Homer," !h! ~ 
[ork Times (April 9, 1954), p. 2. 
2Jotham Johnson, "The Language of Homer's Heroes," !!!! 
~cientific American, OXO (May, 1954), 71. 
3 
someone discovered a Rosetta Stone in tn1s script, the .outlook was 
glum. As late a8 1948 we find eminent arehaeologlsts writing: 
The rlnal hope for a complete solution of the problem 
seems to rest in the future discovery of one or more bi-
lingual inscriptions. • • • When and if such bilingual in-
scriptions are discovered in trw Mainland of Greece nnd in 
Orete they will provide the key to the prehistoric scripts 
ot: Greece. Even inscriptIons In the Greek language written 
in the Linear Scripts of prehistoric times will be of great 
value to the work of decipherment; but these are still 8 
boon devoutly to be wished.) 
How ironical it 18 tha.t the Cons",n8U8 of arohaeologiats ruled 
out the pos8ibility of these tabletsoeing actually written in the 
Greek language, though in a Minoan scriptS But before we e&amine 
in more detail the evidence for a Greek dialect in the tablets, 
and hov Michael Ventris solved the r-idd:"" without bilingual in-
scription., a few observations illustrating various types or 
writing in general and the various Minoan styles in particular 
are nec •• sary tor a proper understanding ot Linear B. 
• Writing, or the oommunication of conceptual language by 
a~bitrary signs, 1s the art which b1ves permanence to man's know-
ledge. Presclnding from auch e~bryo-wrltlng as symbolic icono-
graphy and "rock-pictures, ft writing m~,y "be d1 vlded into picto-
graph)", ideography, and phonography.4 
P1ctography, the most pri.m1tlve stage of true writing, is 
the semantic representation of ideas, i.e., representation through 
3Qeorge E. MJ'lonas, "Prehistoric Greek Scripts," Archaeo1oQ, 
I (Winter, 1948), 220. 
4Davld Dirlngcr, The Alphabet. 2nd ed. (London. 1949). P. 31 __ 
4 
piotures. We find this language used extensively in two greatly 
differing sphere.: in aboriginal tribal wri ting, and in contem-
porary adverti.ing. 
While in pictography the picture8 illustrate material thinss. 
in icleograph,., a further stage ot development, the,. a180 represent 
abstract ideas. Iel.oaraph,. aeems to .be a highl,. developed picto-
graphy in which. the plcturas represent not so much the things theT 
portray as tho underlying Ideas of tho.e thing8. Pol" example., ,a 
circle m.1ght repre8ent, not just the8un, but light, heat, or the 
word dar_ lUre Ideogl'aphJ i8 rarely u8ed, seemingl,. only by Ka,.a 
and As teo Indi an trl bes, and by some 0 t the Illore prim! ti vo Atr.1. can 
PolJl1.s1an, Australian, and Asian indigene •• ' 
filat pure ideograph,. is inaut.tlcient can be easil,. seen. 'try 
to repre8ent names, especially foreign names, or pronouns, ad-
Verbs, prepositions, and inflections by m.eans of picture's alone. 
aence, the picture symbola came to atand not only tor o~ject. or 
related abstract ideas, but al.o tor !!!.! Ehonetic value !!.! word,! 
wi thout anz re,a" !2. theip pictuI-!.!_ fhls i8 more technicall,. 
known .a r.bus-vrlti!l. det1ned •• the "enigmatical repre.entation 
ot words and phJtas •• b)" pioture. ot object. the names ot Which 
p •••• bl. the worda or the1r 8711abl ••• H' SUch rebu.-writing, or 
tranaitional writing (bordering on both ideograph,. and phonograph,. 
6W.bsterts .. ew Colleliate D1ctionarz, 6th .d. (Springfi.ld, 
.. as., 1949), p.~S. 1£.1108 no£ In tne original. 
or ideography improperly so-called, is the Babylonian cuneiform 
system (in which the ideographs are formed out of wedge-shaped 
lines), the Egyptian hieroglyph, and the Ohinese character 
system.7 
In the picture-writings and the pure ideographic script, 
there is no oonnection between the depioted symbol and the spoken 
name for it, the symbols can be "read" in any language. Phono-
graphy, or phonetic writing, is a great step forward. The written 
signs now represent not ideas, but sounds. The written forms, 
now having a direct relationship to the spoken language, become 
its secondary forms. 
There are two classes of phonetiC writing; the syllabary 
and the alphabet. The syllabary, in Which each sign represents 
a syllable, i.e., a consonant plus a vowel, is cumbersome because 
of the greater number of signs it must have. The Japanese Hira-
gana and Katakana syllabaries each have forty.eight sign8. 8 
7It is a matter of historical controversy whether or not 
writing actually developed in a strict sense from a more primitive 
to a more advanoed stage, or whether different forms of writing 
were actually invented in a higher degree of perfeotion. Dr. 
D1ringer holds a Darwinian view of the development of writing. He 
states: "The struggle for life is the main condition of existence 
for a script as for other things. The best fitted resists and 
survives, although sometimes the surrounding dircumstances may 
bear a greater influence on the survival of a script than its 
merits as a system of writing." This principle of evolution, 
false as regards specific evolution, seems the best working-
hypothesis for the development of writing. (Quotation on p. 21.) 
8The complete syllabaries may be found in Mario A. Pei, The 
World's Ohief ~nguages, 3rd ad. (New York, 1946), p. 530. ---
6 
(That the adoptlon and use of these .,.11aO&1'1e8 along with the 
Chinese charaoter. was a simplification in Japanese readlng wl11 
be understood when one reflects that the "impossible" Ohine8e 
signa amount to more than 80,0001)9 Other syllabarie8, however, 
have as many as 400 sIgn., dependlng upon tne number of sounds 
in the language. 
The alphabet 1s by tar the simplest and most highl,. developed 
torm ot vri tinge Xet there are degree.s ot pertec tion wl thin it. 
A pertect alphabet i8 one which haa out one letter tor a 8lngle 
sound and tor that 80und alone. The Roman alphabet is tar tram 
pertect for the Englisb 1anr,:uage. There are twent,.-aix letter. 
in the English alphabet and probabl,. tour or flve tim •• as many 
aounds 1n our dally .peech. The English a alone can b. pro-
-
nounced at least eir;ht ditferent va7s .10 The Cyrillic alphabet, 
art.iticiall;,- composed tor a Slavio tongue, 18 near-perrect, 
• 
admitting only a few variations introduoed through pbonetic decay. 
The San.krlt alphabet, although orten oonsidered a syllabary b1 
re.son at the ahort .! following everrr oonsonant unl.s. another 
vowel or a virama 18 written, seem. to be, with ita forty-nine 
lettera, the most pertect ot all. 
Atter thi. diacussion of wrIting in general, it will be 
belpful to consider that t~roup ot vri tinga known a. Cretan soripta. 
9DIrlnger. p. 31. 
lOwebster-a 6th 8d., p. vli. 
1 
Minoan, or perhaps more properly, Aegean civilization flourished 
in Crete and in Melos and other Aegean islands centuries before 
Greek civilization proper arose. By the year 2,000 B.C., the 
Aegean civilization had dbveloped so fully that "Crete entered 
upon a period of power and brilliancy which rivals in interest the 
more famous civilisations of Egypt and Babylon."ll From the Bronze 
Age Early Minoan I period12 (3,000 B.C.) onwards, seal-engraving 
was practiced, along with mason's marks, label-indications, and 
the like .13 The fir'st phase of lhe Middle Minoan period (say, be-
tween 2,150 and 2,000 B.C.) wawan elaboration of the early decor-
ative devices and the transformation of the representational draw-
ings into true plctograms. Short pictographic inscriptions were 
cut on hard three- or four-sided seals.14 This mode of writing 
was called Pictographic Class A or Pictographic Class B, according 
to the relative cursiveness of tne script. These classes are 
• generally referred to as Minoan pictographic or ideographic writin~ • 
IlJ. B. Bury, A Histo~ of Greece, 3rd ed., revised by Russ.l~ 
Meiggs (London, 19~), p. • 
12These classifications of Minoan civilization are the stan-
dard ones originally formulated by Sir Arthur Evans in the closing 
years of the nineteenth century and still commonly used by scholars 
of this civilization. See Gustav9 Glotz, The Ae,ean Civilization, 
trans. M. R. Doble and E. M. Riley (London;-!925 , p. 27; and 
J. D. S. Pendlebury, The Archaeolo~ of Crete: An Introduction 
(London, 1939), pp. xXIrl-xxlv, 30 -3~. --
13Sterllng Dow, "Minoan Writing," 
Archaeology LVIII (1954), 113. 
14Diringer, p. 15. 
The American Journal of 
-
8 
We are not oonoerned with this type of writing in this thesis. 
In the last phase of the Middle Minoan period (at)out 1800 B.C ) 
the piotographic writings give plaoe to linear scripts. A linear 
soript, technioally, is a script composed of combinations of 
strokes which are straifftt or only slightly ourved. These linear 
soripts are divided into two olasses: Linear Class A and Linear 
Class B. It is Linear B whioh is the subJeot of this thesis. 
Linear A soript flourished at Knossos and in the rest of' 
Crete from 1750 to 1450 B.C.I1S Linear B at Knossos only between 
1450 and 1400 B.C., but also on the Mainland at Myoenae and Pylos 
between 1300 and 1200.16 Aooording to Evans, the two linear 
scripts were parallel evolutions; Johannes Sundwall, Finnish 
archaeologist, and oth~rs hold that Linear B was a development of 
Linear A.17 Linear B now definitely seems to be a deliberate and 
thorough revision of Linear A, with some Linear A signs omitted 
and some new signs added.18 The numeration is also partly ohanged 
the single units are represented by vertical lines, the tens by 
horizontals, the hundreds by circles, the thousands by circles wit 
four spurs in the oenters, and the ten thousands by similar signs 
l5Emmett L. Bennett, Jr., "Fraotional ~antities in Minoan 
Bookkeeping," ~, LIV (1950), 204. 
l6M1ohael Ventris and John Chadwick, "Evidenoe for Greek 
Dialeot in the Myoenaean ArChives," ~rlS, LXXIII (1953), 84. 
-
17Diringer, p. 76. 
1. 
18sir John L. Myres, "The Minoan Signary,U .!!!:!2" LXVI (1946), 
9 
with a dash in the middle. l 9 
Besides these Minoan pictographic scripts and 11ne~r scripts, 
there are two other scripts which were used in Cyprus especially, 
called the Cypro-Minoan acript and the Cypriote Syllabary. The 
eypro-Minoan script i8 found on a very few insoriptions: five 
terracotta balls from Enkomi, some inscribed seals, and a few 
short inscriptions on pottery.20 This system of writing, however, 
whose relics indicate it was used between 1400 and 1200 lj.C., 
seems to be a connecting link between the Minoan linear scripts anc 
the later Cypriote Syllabary. 
The Cypriote Syllabary, a pure syllabic writing used in 
classical times (at least from 700 to 300 B.C.), was mainly de-
ciphered in the last twenty-five years of the nineteenth century, 
thanks to the facts that the lan~~uage written was Greek, and that 
in many insoriptions an equivalent Greek alphabet accompanies the 
• Cypriote soript. This script, whose partial value in helping to 
solve Linear B will be seen, consists of approximately fifty-five 
symbols, each representing an open sylls.ble (such as R!., !,£, !!!, 
!!) or Ii vowel. 21 The script, created for a non-Greek spe~ch, 
l~Diringer, p. 16. See also Bennett, "Fractional Q,uantities 
in Hlnoan Bookkeeping," for a scholarly presentation of the differ-
ences between the two linear scripts in their methods of computing 
fractions. 
20Alioe E. Kober, "The Minoan Scripts: Fact and Theory," ~, 
LIl (1948), 99. 
21Dlrlnger, p. 165. 
10 
represents the Greek sounds rather imperfectly. 
It is rather doubtful whether this script was derived from 
tha Minoan linear scripts. Very few of Lhe symbols of cypriote 
are similar to those of Linear B, and even they do not represent 
corresponding sounds. This script does, however, playa role in 
the ultima.te deciphering of Linear B. 
With this brief discussion of writing in general and of 
Minoan writing in particula.r, a foundation has been laid for the 
study of Linear B. An examination of the historical background 
leading to the deCipherment will follow, accompanied by an account 
of the actual decipherment itself. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
In Book Six of the Iliad, Glaucon tells the story of poor 
Bellerophon. Relating how Proteus, believing the false story of 
his wife, sent Bellerophon to Iobates with a letter requesting him 
to put Bellerophon to death, be tells Diomedes: 
~£~ne O~ ~'V AUX{~VO£, ~&p£v 0' ~ ye o~~a~a 4uypd, 
ypd.a~ ~v ~(vaxl ~~ux~~ au~o~eopa ~OAAd, 
O£r~al 0' ~Wye,v , xevSep', o~p' &xoAol~o.l 
This sole reference to writing in Homer gave rise to controversy 
concerning the literacy of the Achaean Greeks. Many t)elieved 
they must have been literate, at least to a certain deg~ee; yet 
• r,~ost scholars saw in it "precisely the a.ttitude of' an illiterate 
people which has heard distant echoes of the art of writing pra.c-
ticed elswhere [s1c] further east or perhaps in Greece in earlier 
-
ages."2 
Vague rumors of the existence of an ancient script were based 
on Plutarch, who described how in a grave near Haliartos, reputed 
lIliad VI.168-110. 
2M710nas, "Prehistoric Greek Scripts," p. 200. 
11 
12 
to be that of Alcmene, was found a bronze tablet covered with 
characters w"lich neither the Greek nor the Egyptian learned men 
could read.) 
Even less credence met the accidental discovery at Knossos 
of some inscribed tablets in the thirteenth year of Nero's reign 
(66 A.D.), brought to light by an earthquake--tablets which at 
the command of Nero were interpreted as the diary of the Knossian 
Dictys, a follower of Idomeneus in the Trojan War (a "translation" 
of which diary provided the principal materials for medieval 
writers on the story of Troy, notably for Chaucer's Troilus and 
Cressida4). 
When Heinrich Schliemann failed to unearth any written docu-
ments in hia excavations at Troy, Mycenae, and Tiryns, the il-
literacy of the Achaeans seemed confirmed. But here and there 
evidence began to accrue from sporadic flnds 1n the years follow-
ing Schliemann's great excavations. • An engraved pestle was found 
at Mycenae, a handle at Nauplia, a aeal at Sparta. 
One of the many people who saw the Spartan seal--a four-sided 
seal of red cornelian--while it was on display at the Ashmolean 
Museum was A. J. (from 1911 Sir Arthur) Evans. He was impressed 
with the possibilities of this seal, whose facets were covered 
with a series of figures seemingly belonging to a conventionalized 
3Ibid., 210 • 
.......... 
4Sir Paul Harvey, The Oxford Companion 1£ Classical Studies 
(Oxford, 1937), p. 145.---
13 
system of writing or picto6raphy. Evans .at off for Greece in the 
spring of 1893, tramped allover ttle Mainland, and found many 
additional specimens. Most import.ant of all, he traced the seals 
back to Crete, where they were still used as superstitious charms, 
particularly propitious for child-bearing.> 
In 1894 Evans arrived in Crete, and determined to excavate 
the site of Knossos in hopes of discovering some more Bronze Age 
writings. 6 In the meantime, he had published the results of his 
previous findings. 1 
At the turn of the century, r~an8 began his excavations at 
Knossos, and between 1900 and 1904 found important remains of 
Cretan art, architecture, and writing, including, eventually, 
2,191 Linear B tablets.8 
Within the next thirty years, Linear A tablets were unearthed 
at Hagia Triada, a disc at Phaistos (which was to cause more 
troubles in the decipherment of Linear B than it was wor'bh), and 
other tablets elsewhere.9 Within these years, too, Sir Arthur 
Evans published his famous works on Minoan excavations, determined 
the classical archaeolOGical periods of Cretan civilization, and 
>MYlonas, p. 212. 
6Dow , "Minoan Writing," p. 80. 
1"Cretan Pictographs and Prae-Phoenician Script," JHS, XIV 
(1894), 210-312. 
8 Dow, p. 80. 
9Ibid. 
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transcribed and classified all the writings in his Scripta Minoa. 
He made some important preliminary steps in the decipherment of 
1inears A and B, clearing the ground for subsequent scholars. 
What Schliemann's discoveries were to our knowledge of the 
Homeric Age, Sir Arthur's were to our knowledge of Aegean civil-
ization. Since his important finds at Knossos, the history of 
early Greece has been completely revised. And the recent decipher. 
ini.~ of the Linear B script as a Greek dialect makes him the father 
not only of Cretan archaeology, but also of Greek pre-alphabetio 
palaeography. 
In 1933, Rbys Carpenter pu"blished an article entitled, "The 
Antiquity or the Greek Alphabet,tt10 in which he expressed the 
opinion that the absence of any Greek written in Phoenician 
letters before 725 B.C. proved that the Phoenician alphabet was 
introduced about that time, and not (as had been universally 
supposed) much earlier. This implied a period of nonwriting of 
some 475 years between the latest Cretan scripts (1200 B.C.) and 
the earliest Greek writings. 
In 1936, George E. Mylonas published an inscription on an 
amphora found at Eleusis, which beoame the best-known Minoan in-
scription from the Mainland. ll In his article, he identified the 
signs on tae amphora with signs or Linears A and S, and, applying 
10AJA, XXXVII (1933), 8-29. 
11 tfEleusinlaka," ~, XL (1936), 429. 
1$ 
the syllabic values of similar Cypriote signs, obtained the very 
plausible reading: "Oh, maiden, this potion here I offer to thee." 
His transliteration ran: "Ea-i do. ku-ka-vo-ne-da," which he trans-
literated into Greek as ~ar 0& xuxewveOa. Taking ~ar as the 
vocative of ~ar' and 0& as an enclitic adverbial form meaning 
'this here,' as ,in the demonstrative pronouns <30&, TiBe, etc., and 
accepting xuxewveOa as an unique accusative of the heteroclitic 
form of xuxiwv, he understood the proper verb and thus derived 
his meaning. 12 
Mylonas's reading now seems merely coincidental; out his 
article did serve to identify the Mainland script with the Linear 
B of Crete, and suggest tne use of the Cypriote script and of the 
Greek language in the deoipherment of that unknown wrIting. 
In 1939, just before the beginning of World War II, Carl W. 
Blegen, University of Cinoinnati archaeologist, and the Greek 
• archaeologist, Dr. Kourouniotis, discovered 621 tablets at Pylos, 
Nestor's home with its "broad, sandY' beach, where OdY'sseusls son 
Telemachus was so hospitably entertained in the Odzssey. These 
Blegen classified as Linear B. What is now more important, he 
discovered tha~ the earliest possible date for the tablets was 
1200 B.C. And finally, while admittin6 that it was not safe to 
say whether the tablets were written in tne Minoan language or in 
a quite different tongue, he asserted that the former alternative 
12Ibid ., 429. 
-
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seemed almost oertain.13 
That the tablets were Minoan or some oognate language was 
the opinion of most soholars. In faot, a young man just turned 
twenty wrote a lengthy article in 1940 upholding this view. The 
author was no other than Miohael G. F. Ventris. His opinion was 
that the Minoan langua:;e was olosely related to the Etrusoan, and 
in muoh detail he adduoes the best information available to sup-
port his olaim. 
Ventris's purpose in writing this article shows the spirit of 
youth oombined with the patient, systematio method of a man far 
more advanoed in years, two essential quali~ies of a great scholar 
The Minoan insoriptions from Knossos and elsHwh8re, 
though they ha.ve been known for forty years, remain the only 
extensive writing of the ancient world whioh cannot ye~ be 
either read or understood. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The unwillingness of tne leading authorities to oommit 
themselves to any partioular interpretation is very- natural. 
But I feel that if' the existing data were more oarefully co-
ordinated, a more positive viewpoint might be made possible. 
I do not propose to offer here any broad 'translations' of 
the insoriptions. All I want to do, within ttlis short space, 
is briefly to review the evidenoe and see what lines of 
app~oaoh it suggests.IS 
But the idea that tne language was Greek seemed to Ventris u a more 
fanoiful interpretation Which does not require a detailed critiois ,n 
l3Blegen, and K. Kourouniotis, "Exoavations at Pylos, 1939," 
AJA, XLIII (1939), 566-569. 
-
14"Introducing the Minoan Language," !l!, XLIV (1940), 494-
520. 
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beoause it has never received "any real support." He wrote: "The 
fantasy with most followers appears to beL.hat which makes Minoan 
out as Greek. • • • They agree in their primary identification, 
but that is all: their readings are, substantially, quite unrelated 
to each other. The theory that Minoan could be Greek is based of 
course on a deliberate disregard for historical plausibility, and 
the wonder of it is that the Greek readings have been got into 
publishable form at al1."16 
Ventri8 makes his presence in the field felt as he urges his 
fellow scholars to ooncentrate their efforts along those lines to 
which all evidence points. The _outhful Ventris is all optimistic 
as he concludes: "Onoe a single theoretical foundation hasoeen 
agreed on, based solidly on factual evidence, the initial obstacles 
disappear, and it is only a matter of time before a full deoipher-
ment has been achieved. In the case of Minoan this is no idle 
wish. It oan be done."17 
And it was done, by !lIr. Ventris himself.Bu(; the result was 
not to come immediately. A war intervened, and scholars turned 
their peacetime pursuits to wartime use, Ventris becoming a British 
cryptographer. And Sir Arthur Evans, the great pioneer, whose 
lecture had first interested the oollegian Ventris in Cretan 
script, died in 1941. 
16Ibid. 
-
17Ibid., 520. 
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Only one article of note concerning Cretan script appeared 
~uring the war. Published in 1941 by John Franklin Daniel, 
~Prolegomena to the Cypro-Minoan Script"18 treats the Cypro-Minoaa 
~cript specifically as a transition between Minoan Linear and the 
plassical Cypriote Syllaba1'7. Finding fourteen different signa 
~n Cypro-Minoan script which differ from any Minoan signs, Daniel 
poncludes that eIther the two systems of writing fused (which he 
plaims is highly unlikely), or else the Minoan soript was adapted 
~o a non-Minoan language. 19 He is heading in the right direction. 
DanIel also corrects some of Ventris's erroneous views. Ven-
tris had noticed the failure of the Cypriote to distinguish between 
voiced, voioeless, and a.spirated stops. Drawing from t'lis evidenoe 
the conclusion that the prototype of the syllabary possessed only 
one of the three stops,20 he had compared it to Etrusoan, which 
has only the voiceless stop_ Daniel points out that the 'error 
arises from presuaing the Cypriote derives directly from the 
Minoan Linear scripts, and not through the medium of the Cypro-
~inoan script, whose transformations of the parent script to suit 
~ts own words 8nd sounds (if it were a non-Greek language) would 
~ccount for ttle absence of certain sounds .21 Daniel also points 
l8AJA, XLV, (1941), 249-282. 
-
19Ibid., 257. 
20VentrIs, "Minoan Language," p. 504. 
2lDanlel, p. 264. 
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out that several Minoan words which survived into Greek should 
have warned Ventris of his error. ACLf'hSp& vao~ contains both voiced 
and aspirated stops, ~ept~'veo,all three.22 
The use of known words of Minoan derivation helped to solve 
Linear B, and will prooably help to solve Linear A, if that script 
should turn out to contain a Minoan tongue. Most words ending in 
-inth are of Minoan derivation: absinthe, acanthus, currant (from 
Corinth), Cynthia," ~acinth, labyrinth, mint, plinth, terebinth, 
turpentine (terebInthine). Likewise words in =!!: abyss, byssus, 
colossus, cypress, narCissus, Parnassos. Other words which may 
come from the Minoan are: asparagus, asphodel, daffodil, cane, 
canna, cannon, canyon, dithyramb, govern, hymn, paean, porphyry, 
purple, scandal, sesame, sponge, wine. 23 
After the war, scholars resumed their work along ~hese lines. 
An Italian, G. Puglie.e Carratelli, published in 1945 a eor-pus of 
all the Linear A and Linear B tablets with the exception'of those 
at Pylos under the title, ItLe Iscrizioni preelleniche di Haghia 
Triada in Creta et della Grecia peninsulare."24 In 1947, Helene 
J. Kantor published nThe Aegean and the Orient in the Second 
Millennium B.C."25 embodying the first full presentation of the 
23 Johns on, "Language of Homer's Heroes," p. 75. 
2~onumenti Antichi, XL (1945), 422-610. 
25AJA, LI (1947), 1-103. 
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case for extensive Mainland trade and power, at the expense of 
Crete, before 1400 B.C. This monograph helped to increase the 
historic plausibility of Linear B being written in the Greek 
language. John Franklin Daniel died in 1948 at the age of thirty-
eight. His only published oontribution, an important one, the 
above-mentioned "Prolegomena," was hIs dootoral dIssertation. 
In the meantime, VentrIs, now out of service and established 
in his arohiteotural business, circulflted privately his index of 
the syllabary signs in 1949. In the following year he edited 
The Languages !! ~ Minoan and ~voenaean Civilizations: ~­
century nepor~, puplished privately in mimeographed torm and 
distributed gratis. The text oonsisted of' answers, in English. or 
Englished, to an elaborate questionnaire whioh he had sent out to 
eminent soholars in the field, by Bennett, H. T. Bossett, Carra-
telll, V. Georgiev (Russian archaeologist), E. Grumach,C. D. 
Ktistopoulos, Sir John Myres, E. G. Peruzzi, F. Sohachermeyr, and 
Johannes Sundwall. 26 
In the meantime, also, came all the writings of Miss A. E. 
Kober, of Brooklyn College, New York. Alice Elizabeth Kober could 
well serve as an inspiration to any scholar. Her doctoral dis-
sertation from Columbia University was entitled Color Terms ~ ~ 
Greek Poets. But she became interested in Minoan writlnJ, and 
after an article and a couple of reViews, left the field of color 
21 
for good. To prepare herself for her new field, she went back to 
school again, taking summer courses in Greek and Latin comparative 
grammar and Hittite under Sturtevant. She took nine other ancient 
languages, omitting only Egyptian, probably beoause it was not 
available. Then she went into the exact soiences, studying ohem-
istry, physics, and astronomy for their method, mathematics for 
its use in statistics. For archaeologioal praotioe, she even triec 
exoavation in New Mexioo. 27 
In 1944, twelve years after her dissertation, a:)peared her 
first article on Minoan script, "The 'Adz.- tablets from Knossos," 
in which she noted some variations in the formation of Linear B 
signs, attributing them to phonetic differences.28 More important 
she drew the oorrect conclusion chat the Linear B signa"'f ~ meant 
total, occurring as they did at the end of lists of numbers and 
always followed by a number greater than or as great as the num-
• bers in series. This discovery was to play a role in the final 
decipherment. 
Following this article with another on the "Chariot" tablets 
from Knossos,29 Miss Kober reasoned very scientifically to the 
probability of inflection from changes in the final signs of 
27Sterling Dow, "Necrology--Alice Elizabeth Kober," ~, 
LVIII (1954), 153. 
28AJA , XLVIII (1944), 64-75. 
29"ti':vidence of Inflection in the I Chariot t Tablets from 
Knossos," ~, XLIX {1945}, 143-151. 
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various sign-gz·oups in Linear B inscriptions. The following years 
she worked out acoording tiO seven assumptions based on cirCUIllstan-
tial evidence a deductive system of declension in Linear B. Re-
meiJ'lbering that; the language at the time was completely unknown" 
and that,i.n fact" Miss Kober was prescinding entirely .from any 
meanIng it might have" it is lil"tle stlort of remarkable that she 
wab able to deduce her deolenslons from internal evidence alone.30 
Her IDtlT;nem&.tics was proving its worth. 
Her knowledge of method next came into play. Annoyed at all 
the wasted energy" as iJentris had been eight years before, she 
SUllhlled up in her, "Minoan Scripts: Fact and Theory"31 all that was 
known about Cretan writing up to that time. In it, she also ad-
vocated the classification which Sir John M1ras had established in 
1946. She summarized the arguments for and 8.6ainst Linears A and 
d being identical languages, concluding that the only safe course 
• at taat time was to regard them as two distinct languages, as is 
still the acoepted opinion. 
Reoognizing valuable contributions when she saw them, the 
Ifollowing year MI~s Kober translated the German article of Johannes 
pundwall" entitling it "An Attempt at Assigning Phonetio Values to 
Pertain Sl::,ns of Minoan, Linear Class B."32 Then Sir John Myres, 
30"Inflection in Linear Class B: l--Dec1enslon," ill, L (1946) 
143-151. 
31~, LII (1948), 82-103. 
32AJA" LII (1948), 311-320. 
-
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in the process of editing ScriEta Minoa 11, to whose care the 
work had been entrusted by Sir Arthur Evans, asked Miss Kober to 
classify the whole mass of 1,122 Linear B documents to be included 
in the comprehensive work. Miss Kober obliged, Sir John accepted 
her work, and it remains one of her greatest achievements, the 
claasLt'ication beinG the pioneer step in their ultimate inter-
pretation.33 
This was her last work on Minoan writing. Several book re-
views, including an adverse criticism of Dirlnger t s ~ Alphabet,3! 
appeared in the short interval betore her death in May, 1950. She 
was only forty-three years of age. 
The contributions ot Alice Elizabeth Kober to the decipher-
ment ot Linear B were indeed invaluable. "There are those who 
think that Miss Kober, it she had lived, would have been the first 
to tear apart the veil."3S 
• But the deciphering of Linear B was reserved for the 1950 t s. 
And the spotlight focuses temporarily on Emmett L. Bennett, Jr. 
In 1950 he published "Fractional Quantities in Minoan Bookkeeping, 
in which he virtually proved that the two linear scrIpts widely 
differ by showing how different were their respective methods of 
33DoW, "Necrology," p. 153. 
34Kober, "Review of David Diringer, The Alphabet, A K21 to 
~ History.2f Mankind {London, 1949)," AJA, LIIl (19491, 2=:Z13. 
35Jobnson, p. 73. 
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computing aliquot fractions.36 
That summer, Bennett made a grand tour of Greece and Crete, 
Athens and Oxford, checking readings and inventories, forwarding 
his observations to Sir John Myres for publication in the forth--
coming Scripta Minoa If- Early in 1951 he published, under ~he 
direction of Carl W. Blegen, !2! Pylos Tablets: ! Preliminary 
Transcription, containing all the tablets found by Blegen during 
his 1939 excavations at the home of Nestor.37 Later on that year 
he made systematic and elaborate computations of frequencies, with 
tables, of all important aspects of Linear B scrlpt.38 
The Scripta Minoa II of Sir Arthur Evans and Sir John Myres 
was published by the Oxford University Press in January, 1952. 
That summer Blegen discovered 484 more Linear B tablets at Pylos, 
his first excavation sinoe before the war, while A. J. B. Wace 
found thirty-nine others at "'iycenae. It is important for the 
• present to note that these findlngs were not published until the 
script had been deciphered. Ventris t s decipherment, when a;:plied 
to one of them which he had never seen, yielded several Greek 
words.39 
Bennett, in the meantime, was making new indices of Linear B 
36AJA, LIV (1950), 204-222. 
37(Princeton, 1951). 
38Dow, p. 82. 
39Ibld., p. 83. 
signs, and produced and distributed privately a card bearing on 
its two faces tables of all the Linear B sions, with variant forms 
and transcriptions of each.40 
Teamwork among scholars is the keynote of all the preliminary 
groundwork done by the international team of scholars who worked 
doggedly on the unyielding Linear scripts, hoping that someday 
their efforts would be rewarded by someonets discovering the key 
to the decipherment. When Ventris, in the sprini::; of 1952, turned 
from Etruscan to explore the possibilities of Greek as the lan6Uagc 
of Linear B, the sta';.;e was set for its deCipherment. 
CHAPTRR III 
THE DECIPHERMENT OF LIN&\R B 
With the fuller publication of the material found by Blegen 
at Pylos in 1939, and of all the known writing in Scripta Minoa !I. 
it was at last possible to undertake a systematic study of all the 
Linear B texts. 
Kober and Bennett had expressed their opinions that Linear B 
contained a new and distinct language from that found on Linear A 
tablets. But for some years, according to Ventris, the prospect 
of the tablets being written in an "Aegeantt dialect related to 
Lemnian and Etruscan seemed to be supported by parallels in place-
names and certain words. But the linguistic features which appearEd 
in the new material forced him to the conclusion which Wace and 
Blegen favored on llistorical grounds: that the maUl lan&'1lage of 
the Knossos, Pylos, and MTcenae tablets was not only Indo-European 
but specifically Greek. l 
Ventris believed that it was necessary in deciphering an un-
known language in an unknown script to extract as much data as 
possible from a purely internal study of the material before makine 
any assumptions about pronunciation or any assumptions about 
IVentrls and ChadWick, ~, LXXIII (1953), 84. 
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language atfinities.2 The wisdom of this procedure is fairly ob-
vious. Without it, one is apt to end up with unpronounceable words 
and ludicrous meanings tar out of context. When both quantities 
are unknown, nearly ')nything can result. 
Proceeding with utmost care (he passed the remark that if the 
initial moves are wrong, it should be quite impossible to force an, 
part of the texts into showing the slightest conformity with the 
vocabulary or grammar of a known languageJ), he derived the follow~ 
ing conclusions from internal evidence. Since they are of such 
importance in the deCipherment, and since they present very pre-
cisely the nature and content of the Linear B tablets, it seems 
worthwhile to quote them in full: 
Ca) The tablets are inventories, accounts, or receipts, 
which were in all probability written within the last few 
months be.fore the destruction of the various buildings in 
which they hb.ve been found. 
(b) They reoord the listed commodities by means of 
ideo~rams (a kind of commercial shorthand); these aI'e intro-
duce by names, words, and sentences written Ehonetical!l 
(the writing system proper). 
(0) The identity of some of the commodities can immedi-
ately be recognised from ~heir ideograms (e.g. MEN, WO~lliN, 
CHARIOTS, WHEELS), or from the way they are grouped and 
differentiated (e. g. HORSES, CA'fTLE, SHEEP, GONrS, PIGS). In 
other cases we have an approximate indication in the way they 
are counted: metals and precious materials uy weii;ht; cereals 
by volume; liquids by fluid measure; and manufactured or 
packaged articles oy units. 
(d) About eighty-eLr,ht different phonetic signs have 
been identified in the Linear B material; these are shown • • • 
in the order which has been used by Bennett. Almost COM-
2Ibid., 85. 
-
J~., 88. 
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plete 'Wliformi ty in the shapes of t..he signs, and in the 
spellings of words, is SHOwn between MOSSOS, Pylos, Mycenae, 
and Thebes. 
(e) The size of ~he signary makes it certain that we are 
dealing with a SIllabaH' probably similar in pattern to the 
classical Cypriote syl abary, to Which it may be distantly 
related. There is no evidence that ideograms or determina-
tives occur within sign-groups, as they do in Egyptian or 
Hittite; but one or two v6ry rare signs may be disyllabic. 
The spelling appears to ~e full and regular, within its 
own rules of orthogz·a.phy, bu ... an internal sign may occasion-
ally be omitted in a longer sign-group. 
(f) By means of a statistical count of the whole meteria 
one can group the sie;ns as frequent, averate, and infrequent, 
and list those Which are predomInantly InI Ial o~ fInal. 6ne 
can also discover which pairs of signs occur particularly 
often together, and note those which are never associated. 
tl'hese statistics are very valuable in comparing the me,terial 
with the forms of a known language. It is characteristic, 
for example, that in nearly all languages when syllabically 
written the pure vowels a- e- i- etc., witl be SIllon6 the 
most frequent initials. - - -
(g) The language, which. is identical for all Linear B 
inscriptions, shows inflections for at le::.st two genders,-
three cases, and two numbers of the adjective and noun. The 
contexts in which these infleotional forms occur can be ana-
lysed, some estimate of their t'uncr;ions can 'De made, and the,.. 
can begin to be tabulated as paradigms. 
(h) In the process or intleo~ion many words show a vowel 
variation in their final syllabic Sign, similar to that which 
would occur, for example, 1n Latin bo-NUS, bo-NI, bO-NO, bo-
NAE, etc. This gi ves valua'ble evidence as to the sIgns w'fiI'Ch 
snare the same consonan~, and as to the vowels Hhieh are 
characteristic of the different inflectional func'ions. 
(i) Finally, by analysing the occurrenoes of the in-
dividual sign-groups, it is possible to divide them pro-
visionally into four categories: 
1. Place-names, and the names of ouildings or 'depart-
ments' • 
2. Men's and women's names. 
3. The names of trades or occupat ·_ons, describing men 
and women. 4. General vocabulary, descriwing the commodities and 
the circumstances in which they are reoorded. In comparing 
the distribution of sign-groups at Knossos, Pylos, and Myeena , 
we may expect vooabulary words to recur most frequently (and 
in related contexts); personal names to be shared less fre-
quently (and in random contexts); and local place-names to 
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form distinct series.4 
By working through internal evidence alone before attempting 
o allot any phonetic values whatever to che signs, Ventris de-
uced five vowels and twelve consonants. Ventris's article is 
ighly succinct; we might well wish he had gone into more detail 
oncerning different steps involved 1n the deCipherment. But it 
eems he deduced these vowels and consonants in this manner: 
irst, by making parallel lists of signs found on tablets from 
mossos, Pylos, Mycenae, and Thebes, and tabulating them according 
o their locale, he discovered that Linear B was strictly homo-
eneous; a sign trom Knossos resembled most exactly the correspond-
ng sign from Pylos, etc. Since, then, no account had to be taken 
f where a Sign, a word, or a tablet comes from, the next step was 
o collect evidence of changes in the forms of words due either to 
arying orthography or to inflection. Then, follOWing Kober before 
• im, he deduced certain stems and endings in incomplete declensions 
nd tabulated the results in relation to the signs.5 
The crucial step was to assign the signs involved in the 
hanges to positions on a grid which provides for the five vowels 
~d for each of the consonants in combination with the vowels. His 
riginal grid, as printed in his 1953 article, found certain 
ositions for only fifty-eight Signs, arranged somewhat irregularly 
4Ibid., 85-86. 
5Ibid., 88 • 
........... 
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along five vertical and thirteen horizontal columns. Since then, 
he and other scholars, especially Enrnlett L. bennett, Jr., have so 
developed the grid that in its present state it arranges seventy-
two signs along eight vertical and thirteen horizontal columns in 
a more regular fashion. The ArchaeoloAical Newsletter published 
this grid in February, 1955, from an india-ink copy made by the 
editor fram Dr. Bennett's manuscript. This grid, the Linear B 
grid in its present state, is reproduced on the follOWing page 
(Table I). 
Some explanatory comments on the grid may be found helpful. 
At the top are listed the five pure v'owels; on the left are the 
consonants. Note that Linear B does not distinguish between !:. 
and ~} between ~, ~, and ~; between £:' ~, and ph-; or be-
tween the unfamiliar sounds kW_, Sw- and ~, labiovelars, all but 
traces of which disappeared by the time of classical Greek. In 
other words, the Linear B script does not differentiate ~etween 
voiceless, voiced, and aspirate consonants, or more technically, 
between surds, sonanta, anu aspirates. Ventris had made this 
observation in 1940, and Daniel had denied that it was necessarily 
true;6 it certainly seems true now. The case is the same with the 
other Cretan scripts: the same phenomenon was noticed in the class 
ical Cypriote syllabary, as Ventrls pointed out years earlier,7 
6See page. 18 and 19 of this thesis. 
7Ventris, "Minoan Language," pp. 503-504. 
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also in the cypro-Ydnoan,B and, since Linear B is derived from 
Linear A, as is the current consensus among scholars, it probably 
holds true for Linear A also. It is most s'rtplge, however, that 
there is a separate series of signs for ~, the sonant of !.::. and 
th-. This is unparalleled in the Cypriote syllabary, and seems to 
be inherited from the Linear A.9 
Another surprising feature of Linear B differing from the 
Cypriote syllabary is the single series for 1 and r. But as 
"they cannot be rid ot without throwing the whole 'grid' out ot 
joint," sufficient evidence warrants their positlon.10 
In vertical columns six, seven, eight, and nine are placed 
syllables whose phonetic value and positi.on is established, but 
whose relation on the grid is not altogether clear. 
In addition, there are approximately sixteen syabols for 
which reasonably certain phonetic values have not been obtained. ll 
The manner in which Ventris proceeded in particular instances 
and more In detail in deriving his grid pattern seems to be the 
following: 
Seeing the many abortive attempts to transliterate Linear B 
through a rigid correspondence with the forms of the classical 
Soan1el, "Prolegomena," p. 264. 
9ventris and Chadwick, p. 89. 
10Ibid., 89. 
IlJotham Johnson. Archaeological Newsletter, XXII (Pebruary, 
10. 1955). 173. 
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Cypriote syllabary where these forms coincided, Ventris realized 
that this was not the way. It did seem to hirn, howe~er, that the 
conventions of Cypriote spelling could be followed profitably. 
Now the Cypriote syllabary did not distinguish between long and 
short vowels. It omitted m and n when they preceded other oon-
- -
sonants. It represented consonants relf,ted to one another (e .g., 
.e.!.z. ba, Eha) by the same symbol, as mentioned a·oove. 12 
Following these leads, Ventris beban to perceive that a cer-
tain vowel, very characteristic of ments names and of masculine 
names of trades (all of wnich he had deduced from internal evidenoE 
alone), was always preceded by none other than the twelve signs 
which, on the e*idenoe of the grid (also deduced from internal 
evidence), belonged to different consonants but shared the same 
vowel. When he noticed that the same vowel appeared in the 
nominative plural also, he was reminded of the Greek -€~~, plural 
• The omission of the final -', both in the singular and 
in the plural, was due probably to rather rudimentary spelling 
conditions, since it was not true in regard to the Cypriote 
sy1laoary.13 
Following the premise that each syllable of the pronunciation 
is normally represented by only one syllabic sign, provided that 
all stops and diphthongal -u's are recorded, he was able to deduce 
12Johnson, "Language of Homerts Heroes," 
13Ventris and Chadwick, p. 89. 
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ten postulates which he entitled, "Assumed Rules of Myoenaean 
orthography,1I which are "the fundamental rules for all Linear B 
readings, and therefore should be stated in full: 
(1) The .yllaoary differen~iates five vowels -a -e -i -0 
-u, indifferent as to length. 
(2) The seoond component of diphthongs in -u is re gularl. 
indioated (na-u-do-mo: vauOo~o, f re-u-ko: A£UXO{, z?e-u-ke-u-
ai: ~eur£Gal, a-ro-u-ra: apoupaJ. 
() The second component of diphthongs in -l is regularl, 
omitted ~po-me: ~o,~~v), exoept before another vowel (i-je-
re-ja: lepela) and in the initial sign ai-. Where -i is 
oooasionally added to endings in -a and -0, these are pro-
oably to be interpreted as -(u ~, -Ol'. 
(4) Vowels tollowin~ i generally indicate the semi-vowel 
glide by j (i-ja-te: (a~~pT, those following ~ by ! (e-u-wa-
ko-rol EGaypo'). These glides will be omitted from the Greek 
spelling. 
(5) Apart trom j- and w- (F), the syllabary differenti-
ates at least ten series of consonants: d k m n p q (xW, etc. 
r (A p) 8 t and z'l (gj'l). Dou"bled consonants are not in-
dicated. 
(6) There is no sign for the aspirate, nor are aspirated 
oonsonants distinguished. ~,f, andxwo are spelt ka-sa-, 
ke-s6-, pa-sa-, pe-se-, eto., except when final, where they 
appear to shed the -8 and take the vowel of the preceding 
syllable (wa-na-ka: FdvQ.~, ai-ti- jo-qo = Ale (0, )." 
(7) The consonants A ~ v p a are omitted from the spell-
ing where they are final or where they precede another con-
sonant (ka-ke-u: xaAx£u', i-jo-te: (&v~e', pa-ka-na: ~doyava) 
(8) Initial a- and F- are apparently omitted before a 
consonant (pe-ma: axip~a, ri-jo: Fp{ov). 
(9) The consonant ~oup -vF- is written nu-w- (ke-se-
nu-wi-ja: ~evF,a). p before F 1s more often omitted (ko-wo: 
xopFo', we-we-e-a: PepFeea). 
(10) All stop consonants which precede another consonant 
are written with the vowel of the succeeding ~Jllable (ki-ti-
ta: x~{~4', ku-ru-so: Xpuoo~). But analogy may sometimes 
cause a spelling to be levelled for a number of related forms 
(wa-na-KA-te-ro: Favdx~£po' 'royal' on the model of wa-na-ka 
'king'; ru-KI-to: AUx~o' on the model of the ethnic rU-ki-ti-jo) .14 
l4Ibid., p. 91. 
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The detailed rules on the preceding page lead, for example, 
to xop-Fo, being written ko-wo, but to the expanded spelling of 
xva-~£d, as ka-na-pe-u. This omission of final -', noticed also 
in the genitive singular of certain nouns (since it would not 
differ from the dative, e.g., in the first declension) would seem 
to have had an undesirable effect on intelligibility, but in 
comparison with many modern alphabets and old Hebrew. in which 
the vowels were not even written, it does not seem too extreme. 
Nouns ending in -u tormed their genitive singular by adding 
-
~; those ending in -0 formed theirs by adding -jo (1 and ~ are 
both semi-vowels). In Greek, this gives us the endings -~[F]o' 
and -OlO acceptable Homeric endings. They would indicate that 
Homer t s lanE>'Ua,;~e is really based on the old Mycenaean dialect, 
rather than on the. Cypro-Arcadian, as well as on the Doric, Ionic, 
etc. 
After these observations, Ventris was able to fix the identi-
fication of the vowels and semi-vowels. It remained to discover 
a consistent distribution of the consonant series, and to test 
whether the resulting transliteration, when applied to the texts, 
would yield complete and comprehensible Greek word~. 
, , 
The IdentIfioation of ea-te and ma-te as xa~~p and ~a~~p 
opened the series .2:. and !!:. and gave 1!::., characteristic of aEent 
nouns (-~~p) and of present partioiples (-ov~e'). The n- series 
-
resulted from the interpretation of the frequent words in ~e-no 
and me-na- as middle or passive participles. The series d- and 8-
-
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were given by the formula to-so-(de) or to-sa-Cds), which Kober 
had construed as meaning 'total. tIS It did, coming out as 'toaao{-
(5e), 'to(Jou{(6e). Finally, the ~ series was found to represent 
both the Greek p by te-re, nominative plural of t.he snme abent 
nouns, and the Greek A by words such as po-ro=~~Ao, tcolts. 11b 
Ventris discovered, to his surprise, that it would be neces-
sary to allow a. separate consonant series for Lhe labiovelars xv, 
"(W, and XV. The sign !l!. definitely represented an enclitic. It 
could not be read ~ (Greek 't£), because its alternate !i2. seemed 
to anticipate Greek forms with no (e.g., Ai-ti-jo-qo • A{e{O~o~).1 
When this distribution of vowels and consonants was applied 
to the matter as a whole, a most Interest1.ng list of place-names 
resulted (e.g., Ko-no-so (Kywa6~), Fa-i-to (~al~6~». 
With no bilingual or other external aids to decipherment 
[',vailable, the validity of a proposod transliterhtion can only be 
tosted by applying it to Ghe material as a whole. And Ventris 
found that his proposed transliteration stood the test. A 
of the words "read" turn out in recognizable Greek dress. 
indeed thaL the results so far yielded by this transliteration are 
too numerous to be attributed to pure coincidence. In his article 
Ventris lists no fewer than 223 Greek words easily recognized 
1Ssee page 21 of this thesis. 
lbYenaris and Ch~dwick, p. 89. 
17Ibid., p. 90. See pages 93-95 of this thesis for a criti-
cism of-rnrs viewpoint. 
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trom the Linear B script. He lists the grammatical variations 
between masculine and feminine which his readings furnished. 
Greek declensions were derived trom the proper names; occupational 
names yielded declensions corresponding entirely with the three 
Greek declensions and their variations for certain stems. Whole 
sentences appeared on some of the tablets, each word readily 
intelligible. Indicative and participial forms of the verb, gen-
ders and cases of the adjective followed. It would be almost im-
possible for any system of values, however uncertain in its out-
lines, to yield a comparable mirage of Greek forms if the language 
was in fact of a totally different affinity. Someone has computed 
the mathematical odds as two hundred billion to one. 
Some of the more interesting Greek words yielded by Linear B 
follow: 
i-je-ro-wo-ko ;&poFopyO<; priest 
to-ko-so-wo-ko 'to~oFopyo{ bow-makers 
to-ko-do-mo 't'O&xo00IJ.O, masons 
da2-ru-to-mo Opu't'0IJ.0l woodcutters 
do-e-ro / -jo OO&AO<;, -010 bondman 
a-ke-ro tiyyeAo<; Messenger 
wa-na-ka-te-ro Fa.vdx't&po<; king's 
ra-wa-ke-si-jo AdFCiyeolo<; commander's 
e-re-ta ~pe'ta.l oarsmen 
ai-ki-pa-ta a.lYl1td't'a.<; goatherd 
ka-ke-u Xa.AX&U<; smith 
wo-ne-we 
i-ja-te 
tu-ka-te-re 
po-me 
te-ko-to-ne 
to-so-de ka-ko 
e-ke 
e-ko-te 
a-pe-o-te 
o-pe-ro-te 
de-do-me-ns 
0- di-do-si 
da2-ru-to-mo 
0- de-ka-aa-to 
A-ko-so-ta 
0- a-ke-re-se 
Fo I v,;Fe, 
ta~1lP 
euya~~pe' 
1tOllJ.';V 
't'~x't'ove' 
't'ooooooe XaAXO' 
;xel 
~xov't'e' 
&'1teov't'e' 
6,iAAov~e' 
O&OolJ.~va 
a o'-oovo, 
opu'tOIJ.01 
a Oexd.oa~o A. 
~ tJ.ypT)oe 
(ciyptjoel) 
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wine dealer? 
physician 
daughters 
shepherd 
carpenters 
total in bronze 
he has 
having 
are absent 
owing 
given 
what the wood-
cutters give 
which A. has 
received 
what he has take 
(or will take) 
If the preceding transliterations seem a little tenuous from 
the eccentricities of the Greek, Ventris would add the following 
observations :18 
(1) It is the Greek language at a stage 1,000 years older 
than Plato's (a difference in time comparable to that between 
Beowulf and Shakespeare), and separated from classical times by a 
Dark Age of barbaric invasion. Perhaps, too, it is mixed with 
some words or forms currectly in use in the non-Greek languages 
• 90. 
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with which the people were in contact. 
(2) The archives are exceedingly abbreviated accounts, not 
literature. The names they contain could be pre-Hellenic. 
(3) Many of the baffling features of the orthography may be 
due to Linear B be1ng a script imperfectly adapted to Greek from 
the conventions of quite a different language. 
(4) The tablets examined contain all the passages most 
crucial as linguistic evidence. 
Linear B may be considered "cracked. 1t Eventual complete de-
dipherment seems probable. It is opportune to examine now the 
consequences which follow upon this decipherment, one of 'the 
greatest archaeological feats ever accomplished. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE CONSEQ,UENCES OF l'HE DECIPHERMENT 
ON HOMERIC SCHOLARSHIP 
The decipherment of Linear B is a discovery whose effects on 
Homeric scholarship promise to be far-reaching. A carefUl study 
of these effects as so far experienced brings a treatment of the 
deciphering to a fi~ting conclusion. 
A. MYCENAEAN CIVILIZATION 
Perhaps the most immediate problem raised by the discovery 
that the Linear B tablets are wri Ltten in the Greek lan~~uage is the 
problem of how Greek came to the island of Crete and, as. all evi-
dence indicates, became the official and commercial language of 
Crete for a period of approximately fifty years. While Linear A 
tablets are found throughout the other cities of Crete and date 
from about 1800 or 1750 B.C.,l Linear B tablets are found only at 
Knossos aLd only from between about 1450 to 1410 or 140,5 B.C. All 
the official records of the Minoan palace for t.hat period are in 
the Linear B script. 
IDow, "Minoan Wri ting, fl p. 113. 
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Before the decipherment of Lineur B, Nilsson advanced the 
opinion that ~he language of the tablets originated in Crete and 
that the tablets found on the Mainland were imported from Crete.2 
This view can now be safely ruled out, sinoe the language of the 
tablets has proved to be Greek, not a Cretan tongue; and the dis-
covery of many more tablets at different places on the Mainland 
precludes the possibility of importation as well as does the con-
tent of the tablets. At the time of Nilsson's writing (1950), the 
only tablet discoveries of importance on the Mainland were those 
of Blegen at Pylos. It is expressly because no tablets had been 
found at other sites that Nilsson proffered his opinion.) But 
with the subsequent findings of Linear B tablets at Mycenae and 
at Thebes, the premisses fel' his conclusion are no longer valid. 
Evans was of the opinion that Crete once dom1nated the Main-
land and introduced the linear script there, adapting it to the 
different exigencies of the Greek tongue.4 TClis view has been 
discredited on archaeologIcal grounds. A large body of opinion, 
including Blegen and Wace, holds that the civilization on the 
Mainland was a spontaneous adoption of the Cretan culture by the 
Greeks who had lived there for some time • 
• 
2Martin P. Nilsson, The Minoan-MYcenaean Religion and its 
Survival ~ Greek Reli~ion;-2nd revised ed. (Lund, 1950r;-p:-r9. 
)Ibid. 
4Ventris and Chadwick, p. 84. 
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If we accept the latter view, the introduction of Linear. B 
from Crete, or wha.t is much more likely, the adaptation of the 
Cretan Linear A signary, could have come through the regular 
commercial dealings between the two locales. Perhaps it is better 
to hold that a good number of Cretans moved to Lhe Mainland 
(whether as independent colonists, as slaves, or as merchants) and 
there made the adaptation themselves. But the Greeks seem to have 
received the Phoenician alphabet without many people living among 
them who used it. 
Another theory, wnich would nicely account ror the presence 
or Linear B in Crete claims that the Achaeans, adventurous as 
their legends have indicated, sought their glory in a series of 
conquests w'dch included the Aegean isles, Crete, and finally, 
Troy. Reoently disoovered Hittite reoords of wars in Asia Minor 
refer to a people known, seemingly, as the Aohaeans, fighting 
there during the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries.$ Now if 
che Aohaeans were a people of oonquest, and gained the ascendanoy 
over Crete, say, in the middle of the fifteenth oentury, and ruled 
there at Knossos until the city was destroyed fifty or so years 
later, it is rather likely that the Greeks living 1n numbers In 
Knossos would have reoognized the value of literaoy, adapted the 
L l"'linoan system to their own language, and brought i. t home wi th them b 
>w. B. Stanford, The OdYSSe~ of Homer (London, 19$0), p. xlvlj; 
Ventris, "Minoan Language," p. 4 7;pp. 506-$07. 
6Dow , pp. 117-118. 
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This latter opinion s(~ems to agree substantially with the 
historical acoount of the ·ooginnin;;s of Greece and the Heroio Age 
in Bury's History .2£ Greece.1 Abundant evidence of Greek oontaots 
at this period with Crete and Ylith the wealthy East, from historica~ 
a.nd arohaeological souroes, forms the basis for the author's con-
clusion that "t.i'lis striking penetration of the East suggests enter-
prise and power and there is some reascn to believe th;1t it was 
not the work of independent adventurers.u8 Also writing oefore 
the decipherment of Linear B {wtllch he thinks rr.ight be a language 
a.kinco Cretan}, the Qut.;.lor hazards Lhe guess the. t tne lan;;ua,6es 
of tohe Mainland table tos and t.Cle Knossian tablets are identical.9 
The Aohaeans conceived as an adventurous and powerful group 
ot conquistadores brings up the next question 1;;0 wilich the deciph-
ering of Linear B has offered an answer, the question of the lives 
and habits of Homer's Achaeans. 
The discovery of so many inscribed tablets in the cities of 
M)cenae, Pylos, and Thebes seems to disprove very effectively any 
theories about the state of culture in the late MYcenaean world 
whioh picture the Achaeans as a group of illiterate and adventurous 
warriors who imposed their domination through a series of ruthless, 
viking raids. Their orderly methods of administration, to which 
1Bury, ! Histo~ £f Greece, 3rd ed., pp. 41-49. 
8~" p. 43. 
9Ibid., p. 41. 
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the tablets tes,tify, do not fit well in such a view. The tablets 
contain records of grain transactions, livestock transactions, 
sales of charlots, wheels, und other accessories. They were kept, 
probably, in wooden chests--the Mycenaean equivalent of a file 
case. IO Illiterate adventurers do not act in t.lis marmer. 
When loquacious Nestor set off from 17108 to join the host 
at Aulla, he must have left a t~lsty steward in charge back home 
to handle all the business and keep the accounts up to date. 
Pylos wns the first excavatIon on the Mslnland to yield written 
tablets, although Mycenae and Tiryns had been excavated long be-
fore. But later finds B.t Mycenae prove that Agamemnon was pro-
bably a good administrator, too. Someone, at any rate, was keepin 
the palace records in the leading city of the age. 
But were recordings on tablets the only writing of the 
Homeric heroes? The only remains, with the exception of ' a very 
few inscribed vases, are more or less official records. The 
lack of other extant material, however, can well be explained 
by the fact trlat these Linear B tablets themselves would not have 
survived the ages had they not been baked in the intense heau of 
a palace fire, and thus preserved. Other writings in wax or 
other material w'ich survived the palace fires would have dis-
integrated long ago. The absence of all Linear B writing besides 
official accounts, therefore, does not prove that this was the 
only kind of writing used; still, it does serve to open the 
10 
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question of whether or not the literacy of the Greek mainland in 
the Mycenaean age was what is called Special Literaoy, i.e., 
writing invented and used for specific purposes. 
'rhere are many factors which seem to indicate that Special 
Literacy was the rule. Among these, of cours0, would oe the 
dif'ficulty of the eighty-eight signs of r.he syllabary, and the 
lack of facile vlriting material. Clay seems to have been used 
exclusively. Even when clay is soft, it is not the easiest sub-
stance on which to Write. Papyrus, the paper of the Egyptians, 
seemingly was never imported before classical times. 
But there are other, more cogent arguments in favor of a 
very restricted literacy. DOW, of Harvard University, in his 
thoue;ht-provoking "assay on Literacy,"ll lists three arguments: 
the homogeneity, conservatism, and complexity of the signs.12 
Homogenei ty is a cogent argument in this case. For·· there 
• is almost complete uniformity between Knossos, Pylos, Mycenae, and 
Thebes in (..he format.ion of the signs and the spelling of the words. 
This has been proved by comparative illustrations. l ) Since Linear 
b was used at Knossos before 1400 and on the Mainland still after 
1200, the most exact correspondence in such complex sizns is 
nothing short of astonishing. Even an introductory book on Greek 
11Dow, "Minoan Writing'," pp. 122-129. 
l2~., p. 122. 
13Ventris and Chadwick, p. 85 (figure 1). 
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palaeography will indicate and give examples of' r..he variations in 
Greek script down through 'the yoars. A cursory study will suftice 
to show thfit Greek writing (i.e., in the Phoenician alphabet, a 
much simpler m·:.:thod of writing) did not remain as constant for 
fifty years as the very complex Linear B did for' more than two 
centuries. In addition, the very composition of ena tablets is 
striking in its homogeneity. Ventris writes, "The more one looks 
at Linear B, the more one is struck by the stereotyped nature of 
the tablets, .:oing far beyond mere identity of signary or language 
'I':leir similarities imply continuous operation of a scribal routine 
having a common origin and identical milieu, and imply, too, that 
telis routine had already been in operation for some time before 
the Knossos tablets were written."14 If literacy had been wide-
spread, such homogeneity could never have been maintained. 
I \.; is indeed strange trIa t the inventors of Linea.r .B adopted 
so many Linear A signs with such exactitude of transcription. The 
later Greeks did not copy the Phoenician letters so slavishly. 
This would oe fairly well explained, however, it a sem1-profession~ 1 
group of merchants or scribes had consciously adapted t;he Linear A 
to their own needs, viz., for official records. It official work 
was all they had to do, a great degree of stereotyped conservatism 
could be expected. 
Another argument against popular literacy arises from the 
14From a letter of Ventris to Dow, quoted by Dow, p. 122. 
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complexity of the signs. If this signary had ever become wide-
spread among the unprofessional populace, these complicated signs, 
so difficult to write (anyone who has tried to reproduce tnem can 
testify to that), would almost certainly have been simplified. As 
Dow remarks, "they fairly cry out for simplification."l" But, as 
the tablets prove, the Mycenaean Greeks retained the elaborate, 
delicate, fussy signs to the very end. And, as they gave no in-
dication of an incipient development or Simplification, we might 
well conjeoture that if the art of writing had not been wiped out 
in one fell swoop, to which Blegen claims archaeological evidence 
pOints,16 Linear B writing wauld hAve remained just as exact for 
many more years. 
Some indications of writing among the nonprofessional class, 
however, do appee,r in some of the exca,vatlons. Simllar tablets 
were found in the ~ome of a wine merchant in Mycenae--still a 
commeroial man, certainly, but probably not an officlal scribe; 
also, brief inscriptions are painted on vases found at Thebes, 
Tiryns, Orohomenos, and ~wcenae.l7 In addition, there are a coupl 
graffiti (scratchings) on some sherds. Yet, when these inscribed 
objects are compared in number wi.th the inscrlbable objects which 
bear no indication of writing, literacy among the oommon people 
15now, p. 122. 
16Bleeen and Kourouniotis, p. 570. 
17Dow, p. 120. 
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and lower classes appears to be more the exception than the rule. 
Perhaps the truth will, as usual, appear on middle ground. 
Handwriting, experience proves, changes with familiarity. When 
we first learn to write, our letters are scrawly, lopsided, very 
ill-formed. Then, after years of writing, when the art becomes 
second-nature to us, there is a much greater uniformity and pre-
cision 1n our writing. Then, as we grow older and have ~o do all 
kinds of writing--memoranda, lecture notes, etc.--our familiarity 
with writing tends to breed contempt, and our hand gradually be-
comes more or less illegible, or at least imperfect. The same 
pattern can be observed in the wI'iting of a.ny people over a period 
of centuries. When they first learn the art of wri~in~, their 
characters are formed with hesitancy and general lack of skill. 
As they oecome more acquainted witn writing, see it frequently and 
write more themselves, their style becomes more uniform and pre-
cise. Through the course of YGars, however, uleir proud and care-
ful uncial writing willoecome cursive and frei. 
Applying this analogy to Linear 13, we may safely sa.y that we 
are observing it in its middle stage. Ventris has already testi-
fied that it must have been employed longoefore OUI' first ta.;,lets 
appear. l8 And as their writing wa.s still most precise and exact 
up to the end, and since it was lost not throu,,?;h decay or any 
natural means, bUt.. by destruction and sack, it ha.d not become 
18See page 46 of this thesis. 
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overfamiliar. Since this overfamiliarity, then, which generally 
comes after a couple centuries only, is wantine in Linear B, the 
most plausible explanation is that L1near B never became popular 
enough to engender such familiarity. We have no cursive Linear B. 
So one may with reason hold that the literacy of the Homeric 
Age was a Special Literacy, reserved for the purpose of accounts 
and records, for Which quite a few scribes seemed to have been 
employed. Careful palaeographical stUdy of photographs of the 
tablets reveals many d1fferent hands. This is concluded from 
slight variations 1n form of the signs, methods of rulinp; the 
tablet, spac:lng of lines, height and w1dth of signs, arrangement 
of the text on the tablet, depth of inoision, and, as the tell-
tale clay clearly reveals, the varying sequence of strokes in the 
forme.tion of different s1::::;os. From photographs o.f' the tablets at 
Knossos, I have been able to dlsttnp;uish several di "'ferent hands. 
Bennett lists six different hands on the Mycenae tablets, and 
thirty on the Pylos tablets. All palaeographical and archlleologic 1 
eVidence, then, is 8.Bainst the hypotheSiS that Linear B was used 
generally for any purposes other than busines8 accounts and 
documentary reoords. 
The restriction or Linear B to Special Literacy does not im-
ply, however, t.;hat none of the common people, or nobles, for that 
matter, ware literate. The mere discovery of a vase with 1nscrip-
tiona among the reaa.lns o.f a private house might indicate that 
some were literate. I do not think that it would necessarily 
demand, however, that the person who kept it in his house was 
literate, on the grounds that he would have no use for an in-
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scribed object unless he could read it; although this is the opinl n 
of no less an authority than A. J. B. Wace,19 I do not see the 
cogency of the argument. A man seemingly might think the writing 
the equivalent of an interesting design, or like to have an in-
scribed article around his house as a souroe of curiosity and 
pride. But it is equally likely that some, at least, of the 
nonprofessional class were literate. 
So one may conclude that the Homeric heroes certainly knew 
of writing, and, at leaat those from the greater centers of the 
Mycenaean civilization, had the opportunity of·learning how to 
read and write. Many of them probably did learn. Known patrons 
of the finer arts of poetry and dancing, such as Menelaus, very 
llkely would have made themselves acquainted wlth the art of 
writing, unless, of course, that art was looked upon with disdain. 
But judging trom the Homeric view of women, children, alaves, and 
common workmen and soldiers, a most humanistic view, the art of 
writing was more probably honored than contemned. 
It is likely, too, tha.t the af)~a.'ta. AUYPcl which Proteus gave 
Bellerophon to bear to his would-be host were actually the syl-
labic signs ot ~he Linear B soript. This passagi:.:l in the Iliad, 
19Wace. "The Discovery- of the Inscribed Clay 'rablets at 
Mycenae," Antiquitz, XXVII (1953), 80. 
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as mentioned above,20 has seen variant interpretations. One old 
scholiast understood the signs as real writing: 21 "o~~a~a ~ev ~& 
ypd~~a~a, ~{vaxa Oe ~O Aey&~evov ~lvax{Olo~; another took them to 
be writing only in the wide 8ense:22 nypdtJ.lJ4~a }(.Q.~d. AOYOV CPlAO-
oocpov, 'net e(o, o~tJ.era ~v~v ~ vO~tJ.a~wv ~ npay~a~wv. or ot }(.A~pOV 
eOT)~~va~o· HOC; ~lV e~lypd.,a.C;tt [IA.laC; 7.175). cho1(oV ydp ~oJc; 7t40a.v 
~tXVT)V eupov~eC; oox etotva& ypatJ.tJ.Q~a. ~'vtC; Ot, we; nap' A{YU1(~'OlC; 
,epa. '~O,a, 0, '~v 6T)A.o6v~o ~d. npdy~a~a." His l£p& ,~o,a refers 
undoubtedly to the Egyptian hieratic script. 
As might be expected, Wolf in his Prolegomena took this 
passage as one of the anachronisms in Homer which proved that 
Homer could not have written the entire Iliad, . although from the 
start Doederlein opposed him by maintaining the ROAAQ. could never 
refer to many tally symbols, but only to many, say, slanders, as 
'i~ reported by Paley.23 Paley's own opinion in the matter is that 
t~e signs represented true writing, a position also upheld by Sey-
I: 
DlO:'Ur, who claims that the reterence to writing is "distinct 
,: 
eqough, 1t24 and Leaf, who goes so far as to postulate a syllabary 
I 
-
20See page 11 of this thesis. 
2lScholia in Homeri Iliadem, ex recensione Immanuells Bekkeri 
(~erlin, 1825},-P. 184 (ad 1.168 VI). 
I 
. 22ill5!. 
23Paley, F. A., ~ Iliad of Homer (London, 1866), I, 217. 
24i'homas Day Seymour, ~ .!.!! ~ Homeric Age (New York, 1907 , 
p. 35. 
as the medium125 
From the analysis of the possioilities of literaoy among the 
Mycenaean Greeks, it seems safe to say that Homer actually, if 
vaguely, referred to real writing in this passage of the Iliad. 
That Homer's poetry i8 not mere fioeion, but rests on firm his-
torical foundation, is a faot proved again and again. 
Conoerning the religion and mythology of the Mycenaeans, on 
the other hand, can anything be learned from the decipherment of 
Linear B1 Protessor Nilsson proposed a theory as early as 1933 
that the majority of Greek mrths were already current in the 
fifteenth to the thirteenth centuries.26 It was his opinion that 
the Myoenaean Greeks incorporated at least some elements of the 
existing Minoan mythology and cult into their own, so that the 
resulting religion was a fusion of the two. 27 Some relevant 
facts are revealed by the decipberin6 of Linear B. 
A great number of names of Greek deities with whom we are 
familiar occur at Knossos and Pylos on tablets from 14$0 to 1200 
B.C. This oertainly confirms Nilsson's view about the antiquity 
of Greek mythology. A tablet from KnoBsos, KN.V$2,28 lists the 
2>Walter Leaf, ~ Iliad (London, 1886), I, 208. 
26Nilsson, The Mlnoan-Mloenaean Religion, p. 28. 
Chadwick, p.~. 
Cf. Ventria 
and 
271i18son, pp. 3-5. 
28See the page immediately preoeding the bibliography of this 
thesis for the manner of identifying tablet references. 
following names: 
A-ta-na-po-tl-n1-ja 
E-nu-wa-rl-jo 
Pa-ja-wo 
Po-se-da-(o) 
'Aec!va. n&'t'v,a 
'Ev\)&.A..o~ 
na& dFu>v 
nooElod.wv 
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The last name recurs on KN.x5560 and on FY.Tn3l6, and PY.Fn187.l8. 
FY.Tn3l6 also contains the following: 
Di-we 
E-ra 
Po-tl-n1-ja 
Dl-u-ja 
E-ma-a2 
I-pe-me-de-ja 
Other names are found elsewhere: 
PY.Xal02: 
Py .Gg70.$.1: 
Py .Gg705.2: 
PY.Fp13.3 : 
D1-wo-nu-so-jo 
E-re-u-ti-ja 
Pa-si-te-o-i 
A-ne-mo-i-je-re-ja 
AlFovl500lo 
'EXtuela. 
'RaO' eeor~ L' , , 
u.ve\lwv lepe&a 
Webster states (December, 1955) that the fol~owing names have 
recently "been deciphered: Artem.is, Are1a, Erinys, Tr1sheros, 
Daidalos, Teiresias, Them1s, Diu1eus. 29 
Some details about the worship these gods received in Mycen-
aean times are furnished by the Linear B tablets. Some tablets 
are records of seemingly sacred transactions, as, for instance, 
lists of contributions for temple worship (perhaps PY.Jn829). 
From these various tablets, we can glean the following knowledge 
about the worship of the MYcenaeans; it will bear comparison with 
corresponding Homeric concepts of the same worship. 
29T. B. L. Webster, HHomar and the Mycenaean Tablets," Anti-
quity, XXIX (1955), 11. ---
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Eleuthia is mentioned in connection with pots of honey (1) at 
Amnisos.30 This is consistent, as far as location is concerned, 
with the statement about her in the Odyssey, in wtlich Odysseus 
tells his unsuspecting wife that he had seen Odysseus on Crete:3l 
!ve"oouo~ ~ywv lo6~~v X«l ~E(vla o~xa • 
•• • , .J....".1 1 
xat yap ~ov Kp~~~vOe xa~lrray£v " ave~olo, 
,e~evov Tpo(~v6e ~apanAdy~aoa MaAe,~v. 
o~'oe 6' iv 'A~V'O~ 8s, ~e oneo' E:Ae,eO(~', 
tv A,~eo,v xaAe~OrOl, ~6y,' 0' undAo~ev d.eAAa'. 
The Winds, too, appear to have received some sort of dulia in 
Mycenaean times. In the quoted Knossos tablet KN.Pp13, the phrase 
ave~v lipe,a occurs, meaning either a priestess of the winds or 
a 'priesthood of the winds.' At Pylos (FY.Tn3l6), offerings were 
made to a deity whom some32 equate with Tripator, a wind god. The 
tablet is read Ti-ri-ae-ro-!, or Tp,~poe,; but Reinberg,has in-
corporated this new evidence to bolster his thesis that ~riseros 
and Tripator are identified in Greek mythology. The prayers and 
offerings to wind-gods among the Mycenaeans reminds one of Homer's 
pathetic portrayal of Achilles praying and sacrificing to Boreas 
and Zephyr for wind to fan the pyre of Patroc1us:33 
30Ibid. 
310dyssez XIX.186-189. 
32E.g., Bengt Heaaberg, "TPIl1AT~P und TPIEHP~l'.1t aranos, LII (1954), 179. 
33Illad XXIII.192-l98. 
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The lengthy tablet PY.Tn)16 records the following interesting 
detal1s: 
l-je-to-qe po-sl-da-i-jo a-ke-qe wa-tu-de 
ito9wv ~e nOolOa{~ aye ~e Fdo~uOt 
do-ra-qe pe-re- po-re-na-qe a-ke 
O~pa ~e ~ept ~bP£vd (7) ~£ aye 
GOLD/CUP 1 ",rOMEN 2 qo-wl-ja [do-.... ]ra ko-ma-we-te-ja 
A1F{a OotAa xo~aF€v~e{a 
l-je-to-qe pe-re-ku2-jo l-pe-me-de-ja-qe dl-u-ja-jo-qe 
t,· ( ) " , lto9wv ~~ X£A£XU10l? I~e~~Oel~ ~e AlFal~ ~t 
do-ra-qe pe-re- po-re-na-qe a-ke pe-re-ku2 GOLD/BOWL 1 WOMAN 1 
O~pa 't£ ~epe <pboeva 't€ ayt 'Jt~A£XUV' 
I-pe-me-de-ja GOLD/BOWL 1 dl-u-ja GOLD/BOWL 1 WOI~N "1 
#' r I<pe~~O£'~ A1Fl~ 
e-ma-a2 a-re-ja GOLD/CUP 1 MAN 1 
'Ep~dq. # Apt (~ 
l-je-to-qe- dl-u-jo do-ra-qe pe-re- po-re-na-qe a-ke 
leOeWV ~t A'F{~ O~pa 'tt ~lpe <pbpevd 'te aye 
dl-we GOLD/BOWL 1 MAN 1 .-ra GOLD/BOWL 1 MAN 1 
AlFer "'Hpq. 
di-rl-mi-jo dl-we-l-je-we GOLD/BOWL 1 MAN 1 
Apl~l~(?) AlFer 
(lines 11 to 16 vacant) 
po-ro-wl-to-jo 
, 
'1tPOPt 'to, 0 
I-je-to-qe pa-kl-ja-al do-ra-qe pe-re- po-re-na-qe 
" , " 1 &&oGwv ~£ %q>ay,ao, OQpa ~£ ~£p£ 1topeva ~£ 
a-ke po-ti-nl-ja GOLD/CUP 1 WOMAN 1 
a.ye no'tv{q. 
GOLD/BO\'IL 1 HOMAN 1 po-sl .. da ..... -ja GOLD/BOWL 1 "!OMAN 1 
noo djQ.t (q. 
GOLD/BOWL 1 do-po-ta GOLD/BOWL 1 
AOcrno~q. 
(five more lInes vacant)34 
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Obviously. the tablet deals with gifts to certain deities, but the 
exact interpretation is not clear. Since ~~pe and aye probably 
mean 'bring' or .bear,- it seems likely that the listed articles 
were either gifts to the deities or persons and commodities in 
temple use. The latter seems preferable in order to explain the 
MEN and WOMml ideograms. unless the meaning is that gifts were 
received or to be received from e.g. one man, or one woman, or 
two women. A temple of Poseidon in the city was to recei've a 
• golden goblet, perhaps like a chalice; double axes seem to be the 
contribution to the worship of Iphimedia, if that is how i-pe-me-
de-ja Is to be read, as well as a bowl of gold. It seems that 
.. 
34Furumark ("Agaische i'exte in griechischer Sprache,n Eranos, 
LII (1954), 51-53) gives a reading of this tablet. I have changed 
his reading slightly: his qe's I have changed to ~e '., for reasons 
offered on pages 9.3 to 95 of this theai,. Likewise, I have in-
serted the readings 1t£A£XIJ' 01 (?) and 'JttAtXIJV in the proper places, 
as suggested by others, although Furumark was not confident enough Of th9 readln~ to accept i r- I have also divided the word ~epe­~op£va tnto qlepe and qlop&va, although the meaning of tile aecond 
is not clear, bot.h because the parallel ccnstruction demanded such 
a verb as q>epe right here, and because the new edition of The 
Pi10s Tablets (19.55) shows the words divided in transcriptIon, 
a thougn not in the reproduction of the tablet. 
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~i-u-ja (Zeus?) or di-we received a gold bowl, as well as Hera, 
mentioned in the same line, as is fi tting f'rom t tle ir relati onship 
in mythology. A gold chalice was also the lot of Hermes. Whether 
~.::.J.!....ls a s,parate deity, perhaps Ares, or merely an epitnet of 
Hermes, is not clear. The identification of di-ri-mi-jo is also 
uncertain. It seems to be a speoial title of di-we-i. Furumark 
reads apo~,o~, but the change of vowel violates Ventris's Assumed 
Hule 10,35 although it gives an acoeptable reading, viz., "Zeus of 
the Oak (or Oak Grove)." In the next line, Furumark reads ea-ki-
ja-si as %~aYlaal, a god or goddess (connected with Sphacteria?), 
but I wonder if it may notue taken as a. form of a. word related 
, 
to OC4'<lYIOY, perhaps a~ay,a,a" 'with sacrifices.' Po-ti-ni-ja 
was taken by Furumark to refer to Demeter; perhaps it could as 
well refer to Athena, Who is called'Aedva nb~v,a in KN.v52. Per-
haps the do-po-ta refers to Demeter. In confirmation of'Puru-
mark'e view, hmvever, is tablet PY.En609 which reads: 
pa-ki-ja-ni-ja to-sa da-ma-te 
Z~Q.y 1 a v {a 'tbo'qa A4~tt'tT)p 
to-so-de te-re-ta e-n.-e-si 
'toaoolOe 't&Ato'ta{ ~y~eVOl 
DA 40 
MEN 14 
Z~<lYlav{a is probably the priest of Demeter at Sphacteria. 
Another tablet reoording, one suspects, gifts to certain 
deities is FYCn3, reading: 
jo-i-jl-si me-tal-na e-re-u-te~re di-wl-je-we qo-o 
l5see page 34 of this thesis. 
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w~ ,f}ol (-val?) Me8o.vo. (M£e~vT)?) 'EA€u8,jpel t.lFlt~Fel (AlFe, = 
Ze~~?) poG'. 
Another tablet, PY.Fnl81 lists the following temple servants: 
ka-ru-ke 
o ... pi-tu-ra"'jo 
i-je-re-u 
f Xo.pUX& , 
6,u e u po. ,f <t> 
t£peo~ 
herald 
doorkeeper (Janitor?) 
priest 
These tablets, therefore, seem to indicate, at least, what 
kind of gifts were actually presented to the Mycenaean gods and 
goddesses. It is not surprising that we find a heifer or a bull 
offered to Zeus, an,1 th.at axes are associated with the worship of 
one or another of the deities. When some idols and axes were 
found at the Mycenaean sanctuary at Asine, Nilsson gave his opiniol 
that ". • • it is very' tempting to think tbat Chis head and this 
axe are the earliest representations of Zeus, the Greek God of 
taunder."36 It 1s rather likely that they were. Axes, especially 
have long been associated with mythology, as many Minoan frescoes 
indicate. 
Chalices and cups of gold, and golden bowls, also seem to 
have been the objects of offerings. Neither is this strange, in 
light of the frequent presentation of such articles as gifts 
from one man bo another, or from a host to a guest, in the Iliad 
and the Odyssez. And the deities who were the object of these 
recorded offerings, were, it seems, predominantly the ,;ods and 
goddesses of Homer. 
Other tablets dealing with deities seriously tempt one ~o 
36Nilsson, Homer and Mycenae {London, 1933}, p. 80. 
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hazard other comparisons between Mycenaean mytholo.;1 as. revealed 
". the tablets and Mycenaean mythology as revealed by Homer. But 
since the readinGs of these tablets have not proved satisfactory, 
their exact interpretation must still remain uncertain. Bu:.; the 
occurence of many familiar names of Greek deities on these tablets 
seems sufficient to establish the hypothesis that many of trle late 
Greek myths date -back at least to 1450 b.C., and perhaps even 
earlier. But the question of t..he Greeks fusing their own cults 
with the existln~ 1-11noan ones still remains to be solved. No 
relevant data is afforded by the decipherment of Linear B except 
that the fusion must now be dated several centuries earlier than 
was commonly supposed. 
Closely allied to worship of deities in Greek religion and 
mythology is the honor and commemoration given the great heroes 
of the past. The decipherment of Linear l::) gives similar'testi-
mony to the great antiquity of Lhe traditional heroes. Striking 
names occur on many of the tablets:31 
PY.Fn19.2: 
Py • Vnl30·.4: 
PY.Np913: 
FY.Fn324.4: 
PY.Anl92.l 
KN.Aa1520.2: 
PY • In)20 .6: 
PY.Eal36: 
KN.Uo418.l8: 
PY.An39r1: 
KN.x51: 
A-ki-re-we 
Ai-ki-e-we 
Ai-va 
A-ka-ma-jo 
A-pi-a2-ro 
A-ta-no 
A-ti-pa-mo 
Wa-tu-o-ko 
E-ke-me-de 
E-ni-ja-u-si-jo 
E-u-da-mo 
'AXiA.A.tFei 
'AlYleFEl 
At'F'a.(; 
I AA)q.~a {wv 
'AIJ.<p{a.A.o(; 
, .. -kv"avwp 
'hV"{<fUlJ.o (; 
l"a..o.,;" ox ° (; 
:EXelJ.¥Tl' 
Ev i a."O'l 0' 
EuOa.\J.o(; 
31Ventris and Chadwick, p. 94. 
Achilles 
Aegeus . 
Ajax? 
Alcmaeon 
Amphlalos 
Antenor 
Antiphamus 
Astyochus 
Echemedes 
Eniausius 
Eudemus 
KN.AP482.1: 
KN.X166.2: 
KN.v147.2: 
PY.Jn478.10: 
PY.cn285.4: 
PY.En14.7.11: 
FY.Eb498.1: 
PY.Tn316r6: 
PY.Ea304: 
PY .An519. 7: 
PY.En14 .. 5: 
Py .An39.6: 
PY • Jn3l0 .13 : 
E-u-ko-ro 
E-u-:ru-da-mo 
E-u-:ru-qo-ta 
E-u-to-ro-po 
Ka-ra-u-ko 
E-ko-to 
I-do-me-ne-ja 
I-pe-me-de-ja 
Ke-re-te-u 
Po-te-u 
Te-se-u 
Ka-sa-to 
Ko-so.,u-to 
Euxo).o~ 
EOpUOa.IJ.O~ 
Eopu(3a1:T)' 
E~'t'po'J{o~ 
r).a.uxo~ 
"b'x1:Wp 
'I6o\-LEVe,a 
, I q>l IJ.'~O E , a. 
Kplleeu~ 
llov1:E:u' 
6T)atu~ 
a;aveo~ 
8oueo~ 
Eukolo8 
Eurydamus 
Euryo~.tes 
Eutropos 
G1aucus 
Hector 
Idomeneia 
Iphimedia 
Kretheus 
Ponteus 
Theseus 
Xanthos 
Xouth08 
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Before the decipherment of Linear H, it was commonly held 
that Homer received the majority of his cna~acters from tradition 
as legendary figures, portraying them, perhaps in a different 
vein, as only he could do; While some few characters he invented 
himself. 
Such a character was Hector. J. A. Scott has a chapter in 
The Unity of Homer entitled "Hector," in which he states that both 
the name and tne character of Hector a~e an invention of Homer.38 
• 
Pointing out that the Greeks in their bardic lays gave Greek names 
to the Trojans oecause the names of the latter did not always come 
down to them through tradltion,39 he states that tfHector, in name, 
dress, character, and all, is a Greek loaned to the enemy,"40 and 
that "Homer was the first poet to draw the po~trait of Hector and 
38John A. Scot.t, The 
Pp. 205-239. 
UnitT of Homer (Berkeley, Calif., 1921), 
39~., p. 225. 
40Ibld. , p. 226. 
-
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to give him a name, a Greek common noun, and make it a proper name 
the name of a hero."4l The common noun, of course, means a 'prop' 
or f stay.' 
The Linear B tablets do not offer any solution to tne ques· 
tion of whether or not Homer invented ttle character of Hector I but 
they c~o point out one of t,wo thine:;s: ei ther Homer recei ved Hector 
and most of his other characters from tradition, or he gsve ilis 
invented c:n.aracters common or historical names. The existing tab-
lets, however, do not c;ive enough tnformation a-00ut the p,;rsons 
llsted with the familiar names to judge of their social positlon 
in most cases, nor iathers hope of f:tnqing anyt;h:t.ng othel~ than 
"barest inventories among the taeJlets. There is no literature in 
Linear B. The answer -e,o the problem, then, c()ncernin;;~ the or1::;in 
of Homer's heroes remains essentially hidden. The only light 
thrown on the subject by the Linear B ta.blets is the f'act'thot 
• 
such ne_mes as those listed above were common names in Knossos in 
the fifteenth century and at Pylos in the thirteenth. 
We learn as much about the social structu.re of 14ycenaean 
times from the decipherment of Linear B as we do about the religi-
ous and mythological habits of the people. The social order of 
this period, both ut Knossos and at Pylos and Mycena.e, is one of 
royalty, as can be deduced from the very frequent occurrence of 
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the word paz-si-re-u (~~OlA&O,).4Z Twelve kings are mentioned at 
Pylos, remInding readers of Homer of the twelve kings of the 
Phaeaci8ns with Alcinous as the thirteenth: 
, , , , • « Owoexa ya.p oa.'tu o~110V apl1tpeUeeC; ~a.Ot A'~JeC; 
dPXOl Xpa.lVOU01. "CP&Ox.\llO&Xa"CoC; 0' iywao"Co,.43 
In & recent BBG talk, Professor L. R. Palmer of Oxford 
University made the statement that extreme centralization was the 
keynote of the Mycenaean society mirrored in the Pylos tablets.44 
From the recurrence of many place nahes on the Pylos ta.olets, we 
can conclude that Pylos was the center of transaction B.nd the 
administrative center of a large stretcn of the Western Peloponnes l • 
But this does not mean that the ruling king was an absolute mon ... 
arch. Rather, there is a striking analogy "between ~!ycenaean 
society and the feudal society of medieval Europe, an analogy 
romantically described a half-century ago by Andrew Lang,45 and 
now substantiated by the Linear B tablets. 
Palmer holds that the 4vaf;, and the Aa.FepyeOla.' have two dis-
tinct offices, the former being the true monarch, the latter merelJ 
the war-leader. This is of course the distinction between the 
42E•g ., PY:Fn$O.l, A1398, Jn43l, Jo438.20, Jn601; KN.As15l6. 
430dYSS8Y VIII.390-391. 
44Leonard R. Palmer, "The Revelations of Pylos," The Listener 
(December 1, 1955), 935. 
45Andrew Lang, Homer and His Af'e (London, 1906). The chapter 
ent1tled "Loose Feudalism l1 speaks ir'Achilles "renouncing nis 
fealtytt and Agamemnon demanding gifts of atc'nement for "surquedry" 
JpP. ~l-72). 
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Scandinavian klng and hird, the Germanic king and his vassal, the 
duke. Confirming this opinion is the very etymoloi~ of the word 
~, from tho Latin~, 'leader,' corresponding to the AaFep-
, 
ye<Ha{; of Mycenaean times. 
Webster observes th~t Py10s tablets also record the existence 
of a council of seniors and a palace .. 46 Very likely. tillS was the 
very palace of Nestor in waich Blegen discovered the tablets. But 
would the council of seniors be more similar to Priam's trusty ad-
visors at Troy:47 
(I' t" t, It , 
01 6 a~" I~,a~ov xu, nUVOlOV T~e eU~OI~~V 
Aal11l:oy 1:e 10.,,1: {ov e I , Ixt'taovd. ~' I otov "ApT}o' 
, '\,1 "., • U OU)(.a.f~t;yWV 1:€ XCH ii.V~T)UWP, 'Rt'ItyulJ.evw IllJ.qJW. 
~~o OT}~oyepov~e' Err. ~xa'nal nOAnol, 
y1)pa·~· 07} 1tOAelJ.o1o 1(e1(au~&yo" a.AA'd.yopTI~al 
1 e'" ' , l' .. , • EO ~Ol. ~e't~lyeaolv_~OIXO't~', 01 't& xaO UAT}V 
Oevope~ tge~O~eYOI ona AelplOeaaUY tera,' 
'tOlOt apa Tp~y ryy~ope~ ~Y't' en; nopy~. 
or would they be the typical assembly of the people such as Tele-
machlls calls together in the Odyssey?48 
r t, t , a ,a oe xT}puxeoal Atyu~eOyyO'OI xe'A.euoe 
xT}poooetv dyoPDvoe xap'l1 xo~&wv'ta' 'AxaLoU~. 
On certain Py10s tablets, the name of' a king, according to 
the experts, appears between allocations of Dronze. T~is might 
mean tha~ a king was actually on the spot 8upervis1n~ the collect1 n, 
46Webster, p. 11. 
47Iliad III.146-l53. 
480dlsse~ II.6-7. 
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as Webster suggests,49 or that the transactions took place in his 
reign, or even merely in his palace, or with his approval. In the 
Illad50 a king stood by while the men brought in thair crops: 
~ao'Aev~ 5~ ~v ~OrOl o'w~ft 
oXTJ~~POV £xwv ea~~xel in' ~y~ou y~eoouvo~ x~p, 
but there does not seem tc be any need to suppose thaI.. this was 
the regular custom, nor that the name ot a king between tho trans-
act1.ons on the t.qblets indicates such a supervision. The name of 
the king might si;glify that the palace was the beneficiary of the 
a.llocation, althour.,h the indirect object is specified .~ui te 
likely, the person to whom the amount of bronze was given W3.& a 
servant of the king. 
It seems that the king, as 1s befItting, was a person ot 
honor among the people. It is interesting to note that at Pylos, 
the word lj\eu6epoC;; appears on a large r.t~.Llnber of taDlets recording 
transactions. It does not refer, as one might at fIrst s~ppose, 
to any freedom that might have been enjoyed by the populace, but 
merely reoords that the king or some other person of importance 
ordered some work done tor him, e.g., by a bronze-smith, and 
did not have to pay tor it. Perhaps the bronze-smiths did not 
oare to charge their king for services rendored. 'I'his 1s shown 
by a typical example in a tablet from Pylos, PY.Na334, readings 
49Webster, p. 11. 
50Iliad XVIII.556-557. 
e-re-u-te-ra wa-na-ke- e-ke 
~A&Ue&pa Fdya~ tXt, 
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Some remarkable revelations concerning royal households appea 
on the tablets. One recalls that in the Odyssey. both Odysseus ane 
Alcinous have fifty slave-women es.ch. But at Pylos, acoording to 
the tablets, Nestor seems to have had as many as 1500 women, boys, 
and girls in his employ. This fact is gathered from the number of 
names listed 1n classes Aa and Ab (MEN and WOMEN tablets according 
to the Bennett classification). That they are slaves in royal 
service is deduced by Webster51 from the ethnics w:J.ich follow 
their names: women of Kn1dos, Crete, Cythera. One might compare 
the similar ethnics occurring in the Iliad and Odyssey. Besides 
tnese ethnics, the women are desoribed and classified aocordl~g 
to their handiwork, as spindle-women, carding-women, flour-women, 
bath attendants. If this deduotion is correct, namely, that these 
women, mostly slave women, are on the staff of tne royal Ralace, 
then the rea11ty of ehe Mycenaean age is even more heroic in its 
proportions than it is portrayed In the epics of Homer. It is 
easy to see how the palace of Knossos, over in Crete, w1th its 
labyrinthine passagewa78, would require great numb8rs of slaves 
for its maintenanoe, but this 1s not the case with Pylos. The 
palaoe of Nestor, if th'lt is the ouilding in which 'Che majority 
of the Pylos tablets were found, is rather moderate in size, so 
much so, in faot, that it would hardly contain a hundred people, 
5l Webster, p. 12. 
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muoh less fifteen hundred. So at Pylos, either our oaloulation 
about these men and women being slave laoor ac the palaoe is 
entirely wrong, or they are merely field laborers in the king's 
or someone elae's employ_ Additional data must be forthooming 
vefore anything more definite oan be pronounoed concerning this 
question. 
Interesting questions are also posed by the deoipherment of 
Linear B oonoerning the subject of private ownership among the 
Mycenaean Greeks. It has been suggested that the Greeks at this 
time lived in a sort of communistio sooiety. A taolet from Pylos 
would seem to support this opinion (PY.Eb846): 
al-to-jo-qo e-ke-qe o-na-ta ke-ke-me-na ko~to-na pa-ro da-mo 
ko-to-no-o-ko to-so-de pe-mo 
'{e{o~ iX€l ~t 3va~ov xexe,~eva~ x~o{va~ napb od~~ 
x~o'vooxo~' ~oooovo& on&p~ov 
The word x~o{V(L~. ooourring frequently on the tablets, se$ms to be 
H • a 'plot of land,' while ova~ov, if that is the correct reading, 
might mean a 'lease.' Ventris translates the nearly identical 
PY .EP146.9: 52 
I-do-me-ne-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me-na 
ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so pe-ma 
Idomeneia, servant of the god, has ~he lease of a fixed por-
tion of ground on the oommunity's land. So muoh sowing: ••• 
Very similar is the tablet PY.Eb297 which reads: 
I-je-re-ja e-ke-qe e-u-ke-to-qe e-to-ni-jo e-ke-e te-o 
ko-to-no-o-ko de to-to-na-o ae-ke-me-na-o o-na-ta e-ke-e 
52Ventria and Chadwiok, p. 98. 
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which Yentris translates:53 
This the priestess holds, and declares that the god has the 
true ownership, but that the plot-holders have the leases of 
the plots in which it is laid out. 
~hese x~o{~ are also held by oommon people: a ~Ol~~V in PY.E0278, 
~ ouf3c:na.{; in PY .Eq59. 
What are we to conolude from these tablets? Was the sooiety 
~ruly communistic, or did the tablets merely record the belief of 
~he people, that a god or honored king was the true lord of the 
~and, while they, his humble servants, owned it "by his graoe and 
favor." It seems that the society was 1n a true sense commu~istic 
~s far as private ownership of land was concerned, if the tablets 
~re the only means of judging. The fact that the tablets are in 
~o sense literary, that they reoord merely the barest facts, that 
~hey do so 1n the most abbreviated manner possible, seems to pre-
~lude any referenoe to the belief or pious rancy or the people. 
The question of oommunism among the Myoenaean Greeks has 
~lways been hotly debated, but because of the laok of evidence on 
~ither s1de, no compelling conclus10n has been reached. Leaf &1-
~ays advocated a communal land-tenure among the Homeric heroes;54 
~eymour held that there was muoh land in common, with grain land 
~d fruit land in severalty, with absolutely no selling of land;55 
53Yentris, "King Nestor's Four-Handled Cups," Archaeologz, VII 
1954), 20. 
54Leaf, I, 176, 366. 
55leymour, pp. 235-246. 
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Ridgeway argued persuasively for the existence of an "open-field" 
or ttcommon-tield" system of agriculture among the MYcenaeans;56 
while in modern times George Thomson, an avowed Communist, hopes 
to show by etymological and linguistic legerdemain, among other 
means, that communistic land tenure is the most fundamental sooia1 
princip1e .• 57 But Keller, realizing the lack of cogent evidenoe, 
claimed that trying to arrive at any conclusions in this matter 
was mere "intellectual exercise."58 
Nilsson points out, however, that we know from Homer that 
land was divided two ways, into XA~pOl and into ~e~ey~.59 The 
XA~pOI were parcels of land allotted to individuals as their own 
personal property. The ~€~,y~ were reservations set aside for 
the exclusive use of the kins or a god. In the case of the king, 
the ~~~eyo' was distinct from his own personal property. It was 
the remainder of what had been apportioned to indiVidual owners; 
• 
it was, in taot, undivided common land. Often in Homer60 one 
reads that a grant of land was given to some particular hero in 
reward tor outstanding services. Nilsson observes that this grant 
56william Ridgeway, "The Homeric Land System," JHS, VI (1'85), 
319-339. . -
57George Thomson, Studies in Ancient G.eek Societl: ~ !!!-
historic Aegean (London, 1949),-pp. 297-331. 
S8A• G. Keller, Homeric Societl (New York, 1902), pp. 189-199. 
59Nilsson, Homer ~ Mycenae, pp. 2)6, 241-243. 
60E•g., Iliad Ix.514i XX.184i VI.194. 
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was always made, not by the king, but by the people61 (cf. nBpd 
Oa~~of the tablets oited above). In the oase of a god possessing 
the landed ~~~£vo~ individuals could use parts of the land as 
their own by paying tithes. And th'it is preoisely the meaning of 
PY.Eb297: 
This the priestess holds, and 4eolares chat the god has the 
true ownership, but that the plot-holders have the leases of 
the plots in whioh it is laid out. 
The evidenoe fUrnished by tae Linear B tablets on the subject 
of private ownership among the Myoenaean Greeks is restricted thus 
tar to land held in oommon. The tablets speak of ~e~£ya, of 
x~o lycu and 3va.~a., but there is no mention of the XA~.pO" the par-
cels of' land allotted to individuals as private property. Henoe, 
sinoe the argument from absenoe has little foroe in Linear B evi-
denoe due to the general scarcity of all such eVidence, the only 
conclusion substantiated beyond a doubt by the tablets is 'that 
• 
some land was held as community property , or that some 'te~eyo~ was 
the reservation of a god or king and let to individuals in leased 
plots. Alchough no evidence has yet appeared that there was true 
private ownership in Mycenaean tImes, this possibility 'is certainlY' 
not ruled out. But it is now definite from inoontrovertible evi-
dence that some land, at least, was common holdings. 
It seems that Palmer makes too much of the use of the word 
~va.'tov to express the holdings of leasers of oommunity property 
61Nilsson, Homer and MYoenae, p. 243. 
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when he emphasises the similarity of this word, meaning 'burden,' 
with the English word baron, likewise meaning fa man of the bur-
den. t62 It may well be true, as Palmer claims, however, that 
some of these leaaers of land were warriors holding fiefs under 
ooligation to render military service, except that a woman seems 
to have merited one.63 The x'to{va." then, were probably the 
holdings of the corrlIllon people, like the 1(0' IJ.l}v and the 0\){3&ta.~ 
mentioned. 
It might be of interest to note the geographical location of 
the property of the Greeks. Many of ~he cities named on the tab-
lets are cities and towns occurring in the Homeric epics; others 
with t~pical names can well be imagined as HomeriC settlements. 
From the discovery at Knossos, besides the name of that city it-
self, the following place-names appear:64 Amnisos, the port of 
Inossos, reminding one of: o~~oe 0' !v 'AIJ.V'~ ~e, ~e aneo~ EtAEl-
aU(~~J65 Phalstos, where the famous disc was found and wh~re a 
palace comparable to that of Knossos was found, recalling: 
62palMer, p. 935. 
63py.Ep146.9. See page 67 of tuis thesis. 
64See Ventris and Chadwick, p. 89. 
650dyssey XIX.188. See page 54 01' this thesis. 
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.a,a~ev ~& 'P~~lev ~£, neAt" &3 va,e~owaa,66 
near the spot where part of the fleet of Menelaus was wrecked: 
tvea NO~o' ~eya x6~a n~l axal&v ploy ~eer 
e~ ~,a~ov, ~'xp&' oe Aloo' ~eya x6~' anoepyel. 67 
Luctos, above mentioned; Tylisos, Itanus, Kudonia, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Over on the Mainland in Pylas. the following cities were 
named: Sphagia, Charadros, Rhion (prooably Asine), Euripos, Hyper-
acria, Leuctron, Lousoi; Metapa, and Erchomenus (Orchomenus?); 
with only the last one mentioned by Homer. 69 
Readin,~ the Linear B tablets is like reading Bomer' s sources. 
Not only are many of the cities and towns familiar from Homer, but 
so are the commodities mentIoned in the accounts. Bronze 1s per-
haps the commonest commodity mentioned. It is u.sed, among other 
• 
things, for armor and chariots" Concern1ng armor, the word cpda-
~aya occurs frequently, eyxea is used at least onoe (KN.R0481), 
~h11e a Knossian tablet (KN.J693) seems to indicate a corselet or 
bronze shirt.70 
66Illad II.645-648. 
610dlssel III.275-276. 
680dlsSey XIX.172, 176. 
69 Iliad II.605. 
70See H. L. Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments (London, 1950), 
Chapter Five. DD. 132-335. tor MY"Ciniiin armor and arohaeology. 
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Chariots are rrequently mentioned on the tablets: 
Horse-chariots, painted crimson and with joinery work com-
plete, supplied with reins. The rail is of fig-wood, with 
1'i ttings of horn • • • (KN .Sd0405) 
Chariots with joinery work complete, but no reins (KN.Sd0422) 
Chariots of Kydonia, painted red and with joinery work com-
plete. The tongue is of oak. and the rail of fig-wood with 
fittings of horn (KN.Sd0404.1) 
It may be noted that tCl6r6 are no less than three hundred chariots 
mentioned at !nossos. Would this indicate, as Webster suggests,71 
that the Myoenaeans used massed chariots in war as did the Hittites 
and Egyptians, although in Homer (with one possible exception72) 
chariots were used only for transportat;ion or in single combat? 
Such a conclusion does not seem to be demc.nded by the fact:.; at 
ha.nd. Perhaps tLl.ere wore more chariots in use among tne Mycenaeans 
than some may have thought, without their having been used in 
massed battle array. 
The tablets reveal some details about tne daily life in ?:lycen-
aean times. There are several references to the people's clothing. 
X, 'tWY is a comraon word on the tablet., as is cpdpFea. also. These 
garments are variously described as white, crimson, embroidered, 
linen, woolen.73 
71Webster, p. 14. 
72Iliad IV.30l. 
73Perhaps the best archaeological treatment of dress in Mycen-
aean times is again in Lorimer, Homer ~ ~ Monuments, pp. 336-
~05. 
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There aI'S a few details in the tablets concerning· Mycenaean 
oanquets. Readers of Homer will remem:ber Nestor'd four-handled 
cup.14 Carl W. Blegen, excavating at Pylos in 1952, uncovered a 
tablet (PY.Ta64l) bearing several ideograms suggesting cups or 
goolets.75 After Ventrls published his method of decipherment of 
Linear .3 in 1953, Blegen applied the former's norms anj rules to 
tao table~ and derived a very satisfactory reading from it: 
Two tripods; Algeus the Cretan brings them: one tripod; it 
is not sound as regards one foot: one tripod, the Cretan 
brings it; charred around the 10gs ••• wine-jars; one 
larger cup wi th four handles: two larger cups with t:lree 
handles; one sm:l.ller cup wi ch fuur handles: one sma ller cup 
with three handles: one smaller cup with no handle. 
Other Homeric vessels mentioned are amphorae (KN.Am8l9) and 
(KN.K740, K875). 
A final conclusion to be drawn from this study of Mycenaean 
civilization is that Homer used the ~~cenaean language, Qbjects, 
goda, names, land terms, and social structure in his portrayal of 
epic heroes. Even his methods of expression are rather similar. 
The tablets quoted above in regard to chariots are strikingly 11k 
to Homeric descriptions of Bausicaa's wagon, for instance,76 or 
Calypso's axe.17 This would seem to indicate that there was a 
74!..liad XI.632. 
15Por a complete account, see Blegen, "An Inscribed Tablet 
from Pylos, ff APXAIOAorIKII, 1953. 
160dyssel VI.69. 
710dzssey V.234. 
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very strong epio tradition handing down all these terms. and names 
and events from Myoenaean times until the time of Homer. This 
oonolusion may seem hazardous to many Vlho are accustomed to erect 
a soreen, an absolutely dark age, between the Myoenaean Age and 
thetJeginning of t.he Historical Ages. But as Nilsson so well puts 
it: 
This screen is in reality only our ignorance of what happened 
in the intervening centuries. There must 8e a cont:nuity be-
tween the Mycenaean and the Historical Ages; the population 
remained essentially the same, although it was dislocated '0y 
the supervening of the Dorians. The separ~ltion of the two 
ages is absolutely unhistoricalj instead of ereccing a screen 
between them we ought to try to fiog the connecting links and 
to recognize such as are prooable.-f 
It is hoped that the following section will lend support to 
this conclusion th1~ough an analysis of the i~cenaean dialect.79 
18Nils80n, Homer ~ Mycenae, p. 178. 
79with the striking similarities found in the above compariso s 
of the descriptions of Mycenaean Age civilization with the poems 
of Homer, it seems difficult to agree with any claim to ~he effect 
that the "first tentative readings (of Linear B tablets by Michael 
Ventris and John Chadwick), published in tne Journal of Hellenic 
Studies tor 1953, reveal (if they are right) a world aIt.ogether 
unlike the Homeric, one -.;hat vms rna teriall,. far 1I10re ad vanoed, a8 
we already knew from the archaeology; and institutionally more 
oomplex and reminiscent of the ancient Near B;ast,1t as was made by 
M. I. Finley in The World of Od~sBe~s (r~ew York, 1954), p. 43. 
The majority of Ventrls an~Cha wic~'s data derived from the 
Linear B tablets and included in this chapter reflects a Homeric 
world or a world very much akin to that descrioed in toe epics. 
It was likewise the opinion of Michael Ventris, tne author of the 
article quoted in confirmation, that nis findings revealed a 
striking replica of the Homeric Age. 
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B. THE MYCJi:NA&:AN DIALt1~CT 
The decipherment of Linear .8 has yielded a relat.ively large 
Hycenaean dia.lect vocabulary. Such a voca'oular'Y, wi .... h. i l,..~ phono-
loCical, morpholo~ical, and othor ~ifferences fr(~n classical Greea 
makes an importan~ contriDution to historical Greek grar,~nar, to 
etymology, and to our knowled(~e of tne Homeric text a.nd grammar. 
Many scholars, among them Stanford, Nllsson, Ridgeway, and 
others, hold that the language of Horner incorporates many Aeolic, 
Arcado-Cyprian, and Ionian forms. In a sense, "Cl,is is amply sub-
stantiatedDY the deciphermenl,.. of Lineal" ti, "t;.>8cause tihis Mycenaean 
dialect also makes use of many ofche s:':me forms wi:liL;h t~Je uUl#tlOrs 
call Aeolic, Arcado-Cyprian, anti Ionian. On tile other [J.and, tn,(; 
Mycenaean dialect is at least t.he hypothetical ancestor' (if all 
these other dialects as wtll.l as of " . .l.e liO(ileric dia:i.ec i.. 'l'he re-
flections of Dr. Chadwick are enlibhtening ont;his point:. 
In !listorica.l 1iiw.es Arcadia in t,ae mountainous centl:ir 
of ttl,e Peloponnese formed a ling..Jistic enclave with an East 
Greek dialect, complet.ely sUl~rounded oy v,esLi li.l?eek (01' Doric) 
dialects. As the Dorians were tne last arrivals in Southern 
Greece, it seemed reasonable ,,0 suppose tnat Arcadian Had at 
one time covered most of the Peloponnase, and confirmation 
tha t. i (, reacned '('11e coas t was provided I:)Y lJhe axis tence of a 
very sillilar dialect in Cyprus. Since Cyprus was colonized 
in Hycenaean t.imes, it seemed likely chat Arcadian and Cypri 
were the descendents 01' tue Mycenaean Greek dialect, and this 
~an now be reiarded as certain. 'l'he Mycenaean dialec-:C;-seems 
't"()have varle~ very ITt;tre over a period of two hundred years 
awl as oetween Knossos, Pylas, and 11ycenae. Trle vase in-
scriptions are not by any means clear; but it is certain that 
they SilOW Greek words of' a si;ilar type to tnat;; of tIle taoIst • 
80John ChadWick, "Greek Records 1:1 the .:.inoan 5cript /' p. 191 
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Hence, it is plausible to suppose that Ghe Aeolic substratum 
w.clich undurl1t:;s the text of Homer is not the Aeolic of Lesbos, 
which is, as Ventris remarks,81 a much L,tar dialect, but the 
much older Mycenaean form, in Which bardic lays were probably re-
cited for many centuries. The forms of the Aeolic and of many of 
the other dialects will appear in the following discussion of the 
Mycenaean dialect. In procedure, the vocabulary, syntax, morpho-
logy, and pl1onology of the Mycenaean dialect wIll be examined in 
turn. 
As regards vocabulary, q~ite a rew new words have been added 
to our knowledge of Greek by tne decipherment of Linear B. Often 
the!:r meaning is not clear, except in the case.of compound words, 
one or 'ooth of whose parts a:re known words. The list of these 
new words (which probably will make succeeding editions of the 
lexicons even longer!) is here presented: 
. '; cip.'JtUKOFoPt'o { • PY .Ab210: a-pu-ko-wo-ko headband makers? 
PYAn39.5: e-to-wo-ko ~v'toFop.yo{ armorers 
PY.En609.5: e-te-do-mo lv'teaO(S\lo~ armo:rer 
KN.BI01: ko-wi-ro-wo-ko KOP, A.oF'opyo { coopers? 
l'Y.Na568.2: na-u-do-mo va.uOo~o, shipbuilders 
l'Y.Ep611.6: si-to-po-qo O''t01{OKO' cook 
Py .Ab553: re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo ?A.oFf:'tpoxoFol bath attendants 
PY.Fn50.6: si-to-ko-wo <H'toxoFo, grain keepers 
FY.Ep611.11: ko-to-no-o-ko X'tOlVO&XOC; pr.opert,,"'owner 
PY.An594.1: pu-ka-wo 1{upKaFol stokers 
PY.An292.1: di-pte-ra-po-ro Oacp6epa.<popol tanners 
Py .Ea52: e-pi-we-t1-ri-jo ~1t&Fmp,o~ close-woven 
KN.Ch902.3: wa-to ?Fa.o'to~ ~1 t.17.~r,:1 
FY.gp617: po-ti-n1-ja-we-jo ?1to'tYla.F£ro~ of' Magna Mater? 
PY.Ae264: a1-ki-pa-ta cd y l1ta.'ta. ~ goatru.rd 
81Ventr18 and Chadwick, p. 103. 
PY.Fn$O.l: 
PY.An26l.7: 
PY.Ab5.5.5: 
PY.Ebl.56.l: 
PY.Cn40.2: 
PY.En609.l1: 
PY.En298.2: 
PY.An207.3: 
Py .AnS94: 
PY.An209.l: 
Py .Eb477: 
PY.Anl92.3: 
PY.Fn50.7: 
Py .An39: 
PY.An39.2: 
paz-sl-re-wi-ja 
ke-ro-ai-ja 
ra-pi-ti-raz 
ka-ma-e-u 
wo-ne-we 
I:i-ri-se-we 
o-na-te-re 
pl-ri-je-te-re 
ml-ka-ta 
ta-te ... re 
kl-rl-te-wl-ja 
daz-ma 
po-ro-da2-ma-te 
po-ru.-da-ma-te 
me-rl-da-ma-te 
?f3ao, A 11F{ (ll 
?yepoyo(a' 
Fpcin:'t e t po., 
?X(t~a.eu, 
FOl y~Fe I 
Xplol'lFe' , 
oy(t~i'lpe' 
?,pa £~i'lpe{; 
~lX~a.' 
o't'(t~i'lp e, 
XPI 611F1{ (L, 
04~a.R 
'1lpoodl-!oa.p't"l;;~ 
1(o),"Oa~o.o't&' 
~e)'A,od~a.p't'e' 
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palace workers? 
page 
seamstresses 
.farmer? 
wine dealer? 
anolnters? 
tenants 
Trp{CiI='saw'? 
?? 
?'! 
?1 
11 
11 
11 
11 
The above listed names comprise those words not already in 
our lexicons whose readings are well substantiated. Undoubtedly, 
the Mycenaean dialect inoludes many other new words, but because 
of readings whioh are not above doubt, they seem too tenuous for 
inolusion. Those included ~.re taken, in the main, on the author-
ity of Ventris.8Z 
Besides new ~ords introduced Into our Greek vocabulary for 
• 
the first time, Linear B shows us more familiar words In a some-
what different light, or confirms accepted interpretations of 
certain words. Thus the word for 'baker,' dp~oxo~o', appears in 
the form dp~onoxwo', proving that Curtius was right in doubting 
its etymology from !p'to' and xon~w .. 000').0', 'slave,' appears 
Ooe).o', an unknown form which serves to explain tIle oircumflexed 
diphthong 1n the classioal word~ 'te~!yo', a word ua~d for a piece 
of land cut off and allotted for a specia.l purpose, is always used 
82Ventris and ChadWick, pp. 96-97. 
in the tablets with FUvdx'ttpov or 'haFa.y~olOV, meaning, therefore, 
the king's land, or the commander's land. Compare Nausicaa's 
referenc~ to her father's 'te~.I.EVO~ "Daddy'S garden" 1n Book VI: 
O~e,~ ay'ha.ov a'hoo~ 'A9~V~~ &YXl x&'hsu90u 
a.{ye&pwv· ~v be xp~vr) vdel, alJ.q>t bE 'heq.l.wv. 
€v9a. be ~a.'tpO~ ilJ.oU 't~~evo~ 't&9a.'hurd. 't' d'hw~, 
'toaoov d~& ~'tOAlO~ ~ooov 't& yiYWVE ~o~oa,.83 
Xpuao' is usually assumed to be a wo:.;-,d borrowed from West 
Semitic84 and introduced by the Phoenicians between 1100 and 900 
B.C. But the word appears on a Knossos tablet describing a goblet 
similar to the Vaphio cups and also in the compound form xpuao-
Fopyo{. The conjunction ~~ Is written 12, i.e., 'w~ (Sanskrit 
tad), confirmlng Bolsacq t s etymology.8S A clas.slc word for 'cus-
todian,' x'he&Oo6xo', 1s wrltten ka-ra-wl-po-ro, 1.e., x'ha.F'~Opo'. 
The Doric word for cloth •• , FtQ'tpa. (Latin vesta) appears a8 we-te-
~, i.e., Feo'tpelSC;. The classic 'td'hCLV'tOV Is written ta-ra-si-ja 
hence, 'tC1Aa.O&a, and seems to be taken in its root sense ~f a 
weight, bearing comparison with the corresponding Latin pensum. 
FY.Ep539.7 g1ves wo-z?-e, F&p~&" perhaps the Mycenaean form of 
the common verb P&~w. The typical Fdva~ has the adjectival form 
}luvdx'tepoC;, while the word lJ.e&'~wv, al-t.hough appearint?; once as 
830dysaey VI.291-294. 
84.ventris and Chadwiok, p. 93. 
85Emile Boisacq, Dictionnaire Etl!OlO~lqUe de 19. LanSH8 
Grecque, 4th ed. (Heidelberg, 1950), p. 10 4. 
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me-&10, appears elsewhere as me-u-jo (~eFlwv) and me-wi-Jo (~eF{­
ov£' ) • 
Many of these older words 1n different dress and other words 
not ~l part of our Greek vocabulary show faJlliliax' Homeri 0 ctln-
struotion. The frequent use of agent nouns ending in _~~p shows 
why Homer uses more of them than later Greek writers. It was the 
words 1[a.~tip and ~d.1:T)P on Aoo07 which gave Ventris his first read-
ing8.86 Likewise, many agent noUDS end in -ta, whioh oould be 
-
transliterated either -1:4' (the origlnal form, as in Attio later 
on; in Homer usually -1:T)' ), or -'to., corresponding to the di stinctl, 
Homerio -1:a.--~e~'~1:a., ;1[1[&1:0., 1'J[~T)Ad~a. ~U1:a., a.lx~~d, xua.vo-
Xaf1:a, £~X~a., ve~£AT)yep'1:a.. 
Hardly less significant are the omissions of words which one 
might reasonably expect to be present. One of the most striking 
is the complete absence of our old l'rie.nd XCli. When a conjuncti ve 
particle is needed, it is 1:£ .87 Another notable absence is that 
of any definite article, thus confirming the theory that the de-
finite article was Just beginning to be so used in Homer. 
Regarding syntax in the Mycenaean dialect as revealed on the 
tablets, one must remember that in such inventories of bare facts 
and commod1ties expressed in most unliterary lanciuage, little can 
be learned concerning syntax except what Is almos t; obvious, as, 
86Ventri8 and Oh~dwick, p. 89. 
87See pages 93 ~o 95 of this thesis. 
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for instance, that adjectives agree with theIr nouns.Neverthe-
less, a few notable syntactioal oonstruotions have been found on 
the Linear B tablets. 
It is not surprising to find the instrumental case, ending In 
-~" used frequently. This would indicate, as has been held by 
the majority of soholars, "hat. 1 ts preservation in Homer reflects 
an ancient usage. 
The familiar Gr;':ek oonstruction of opposition indicated oy 
the particle 0& is found on tne tablets, e. :::;., on An607. where we 
find two halves of the formula contrasted by that particle. Its 
frequent ooourrenoe In cases of obvious opposition served to con-
vInce many that the Linear B syllabary was aotually Greek. 
The verbal negative 1s ou (there would hardly be any ocoasion 
In these writings for the use of ~~, whether or not that negat1ve 
existed). Th1s appears in ou O{OOVO& i~ PY.Ma225.2 and as ou 
• O{Oov~o in PI.Bg319. It is lIkewise used in the negative con-
junction ou~e, as in PI.Sn64 oU~t ayp~oe. 
The demonstrative 8~, ~, ~ is amply attested to by the fre-
quent use of the neuter acousative singular as a direct objeot (th 
Latin ~ quod): ~ ayp~oe (PI.Sn64), o-o-pe-ro-.i, i.e., ~ 6~~AA­
OVal (PY.Nn228.l), 0 o&xdoa~o (PY.Pn)O.l), o.F{Oe (PI.Eg2l).1), 0 
fj{OOVO& (PI.VnlO.l), 0 OG>x£ A. (PI.Un261.l), 0 FopttH (PY.Eb»8). 
Enlightening observations on the use of tne participle oan be 
offered. Every student of Greek literature is familiar with tne 
future participle expressing purpose. This seems to be a oon-
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struction of old atanding in che Greek language, for it. is found 
even on Linear B tablets. Two of them, rosters of men appointed 
to certain jobs, show the future participle used to express the 
jobs aS3i~ad. Thus we find'tolX000l101 Oel1tov'te' 'masons for 
building work,' and epe'ta, DA£upwvaOe tov'te~ 'oarsmen to go to 
Pleuron.' (Perhaps this is the Homeric Fleuron, a city in Aetolia 
if ~o, it is interesting to remember the tradition that the Dorian 
invasion crossed the Gulf ot' Corinth by way of Ns.upactus, a bare 
twenty miles along the coast from Pleuron. There may be an allus-
ion to this invasion in tnis tablet written, as archaeologists 
ha'i-e decided,88 immediately before the destruction of Pylos.) 
Another use of the partici~le in Mycenaean Greek, a middle 
participle used of 11 shepherd guarding nis flocks, reminded Ven-
trIs89 of two lInes of Book XIV of the Odlssey, which he quotes 
in oomparison. The tablet entry reads: 
Ke-ro-wo, po-me A-si-ja-ti-ja o-pi Ta-ra-ma-ta-o 
qe-to-ro-po-pi o-ro-me-no: 
K., ~Ol~~V 'Aa,a't{a~ 6nt 8aAal1d'tao 
'te'tpo~o[O]~' 6pol1evo~· 
K., a shepherd of the place A. , looking after the animals of 
T. , 
reoalling: 90 
88Carl W. Blegen and K. Kourouniotls, "Excavations at Pylos," 
ill, XLIII (1939), 510. 
89Ventris and Chadwick, p. 100. 
900dlssel XIV.I03-104. 
fvedOt 0' a(nOAla ~Aa~&' aty~v lVOexa ~~v~a 
loxa~l~ pOOXoV~', fn; 0' ~V~P€' laexo: opov~a,. 
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In the line of morphology, the declensions of MYcenaean Greek 
seem to present a basis for certain Homeric uses. The declensions 
can 'be determined onl1'Oy different words appearing here and there 
in undoubted construction as such or such a case. EVen when this 
is done, the results are not always wh~lt one might desire. Thus, 
a word ending in -ta could be either nominative singular (-~a or 
-~l1'), dative sIngular (-'I)' accusative singular (-(tv), vocative 
singular (.4), nominative, accusative, and vooative dual (-4), 
nomin_tive and vocative plural (-a,), or acousative plural (-4~). 
Nevertheless, through the observation of certain words appearing 
in a oertain form in an unmistakable syntactical construc~ion, it 
has been possible to deduce surprisingly complete declensions. 
Thus, in the first declension, te-re-ta appears as nominative 
singular and nominative plural one time each, and another time in 
the genitive plural, written te-re:t~. 
Notes on the first declension: 91 
It is to be noted that there is an absence of an inflectional 
change to an -~ in feminines of this declension, although this 
would not prove conclusively that such a vowel change was entirely 
lacking. The majority of the words from whicL" the declension was 
deduced were agent nouns, and inflection in -4 throughout is the 
rule in these. But ma~ non-agent nouns such as x~0{v4' 'property 
9l See Table lIon the followin, a'e. 
TABLE II 
THE FIRST DECLENSION 
Bom. ag. Gen. sg. Dat. sg. Nom. pl. Gen. pl. Oat. pl. 
-c1 -4{; 
-a -0.1 -dLUV _die 
do-er-a do-er-a 
60eAc1 ooe).(U 
PY.Eb464 PY.Ae303 
1,-,Je-re- ja 
, spelQ. 
PY.Ep$39.7 
do-qe-ja do-qe-ja 
?OcSp1tE'" ?6cSp1tEHU 
PY.An601 FY.An601 
kl-rl-ta-wl 
ki-rl-ta-wl-ja ja-1 
?Xpl am'll Q.l 
PT.Eb3 1 ?~e1Pf{(u {; • 11.1 
-It{; 
-0.& -awv 
-eu' 
-
te-re-ta te-re-ta te-re-ta-o 
??-'til{; 11-'ta, ??-dwv 
PY.En609.$ .. PY.En609.2 PT.Er3l2.$ 
e-qe-ta e-qe-ta-1 
~1te'ta, ext'ta., , 
PY.Eb317 PY.An607.3 
'-------
8l 
TABLE II (continued) 
THE FIRST DECLENSION 
pe-re-qo-ta pe-re-qo-ta 
1tpea"J~4~ 
PY.An192.12 'ifye1cJ4t • 04 .4 
ke-ro-ai-ja ke-ro-sl-Ja 
yepova{Q.~ , yepova,Q.& 
Py .An261.1 PT.An261.5 
me-re-tl-rl- me-re-tl-ra2-ja 0 
~eA&~p&Q.' ~eA.e~pll1wv 
PY.Aa62 PY.Ad308 
a-ke-tl-ra2 a-ke-tl-ra2-0 a-ke-tl-ra2-
ciyTrtep ,,1& c:iy'r)'tepiawv ja-i &'yrytep i Q.1 ~ 
PY.Ab564 FY.Ad290 Py .Ad290 
mi-ka-ta ml-ka-ta 
~{x~a~ 
, 
~'X'to.l 
PY.An594 Py .An39.3 
ra-pl-tl-ra2 
Fpd.'Jt~ EfH a., 
PY .. Ab555 
. pe-kl-tl-ra2 
1!ex't u pcu 
PY.Ab518 
---
. 
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appear inflected wi th -a throughout. It seems that the -4 is 'the 
older form. 
The instrumental case is shown by xepa.ld(pl and 61[' I dcp , each 
appearl~g jn this case only and each on KN.Bd0405.l and KN.Sd0404, 
and bY't€'t'po'lto[6J<p1 appearing on PY.Ae134. 
Notes onche second declension:92 
Again, the lack of compler.e material to give evidence of 
all the cases and genders is lacking; it is not to be inferred 
necessarily that such were not used. Evidence to the contrary 
is afforded oy the appearance of ovo.'t'ov and ova't'a. (of uncertain 
meaning) in the accusative of both numbers, as well as O'Jt~PW)V and 
onip~a in the same cases. 
Concerning the morphology of adjectives of the first and 
second declensions, AaF!y~alo~ has the genitive masculine AdFd-
yialolo in PY.Ea42l, as 1[o't'v,a.F£ro~ has ~o't'y,a.Fe(o,o in PY.Eq2l3.5 
• ~uvax'tepo' shows the neuter plural nominative in -a. with Fa,vax-
'tepa. in KN.Lc525. 
The third declension needs little amplificatlon.93 
A few more observations on the inflection of nouns and adjec-
tives in general may be made. A genitive singular in -do appears 
for masculine nouns in -4, as well as in most proper names, e.g., 
'Ap,;o'td', ' Ap';o'tZio. It seems to be a rule the. t the -0' 0 ending of 
the genitive singular is used in -0 stems, and the -40 ending in 
92see Table IlIon the following page. 
93S 
TABLE III 
THE SECOND DECLENSION 
Nom .. sg. Gen. age Dat. ag. Nom. pl. Gen. pl. Dat. pl. 
-0' -OlO 
-ttl -01 -Ol~ 
ka-ra-wi-po- ka-ra-wi-po- ka-ra-wi-po-
ro ro-Jo ro 
)('A4Fl <pOpoC; xAciFl<pOP010 xAaFlaOPol 
P'i.Eb)17 Py .AellO Py .In 29 
I 
do-e-ro do-e-ro-jo do-e-ro do-e-ro-1 
60e).0C; OO~).OlO OO£Ao, OO£AolC; 
PY.Ebl$6 KN.C912.2 PY.Ae26 PY.Fn,50.11 
a-ke-ro a-ke-ro 
(iYYeAOC; 
P'l.Eal36 :tyeAol .Vn493.1 
ko-to-no-o- ko-to-no-o-
ko ko 
X'tOlYOO'XOC; , X'tOlYOOXq? 
PY.Ep6l7.11 PY.Ep6l7.11 
--
.. 
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TABLE IV 
THE T:-lIRD DECLENSION 
Nom. ag. Gen. sg. Dat. sg •. Nom. pl. Gen. pl. Oat. pl. 
---
-u 
-e' 
po-me po-me-ne , 
11:0 llJ. \I e { 1tO qJ.T)Y 
PY.Ae134 FY.Ea.439 
da~-ma daf!-ma-te 
6a.~a.p 6a~fyt£' 
FY.AnI92.3 PY.Jn829.2 
I 
-"tT)P -"tflpe' -'t"fjPOl I 
ra-pte ra-pte-re 
1'1pa1("ttg> }i'pa Jt't fjp & , 
Py .Ea2 FY.An424.1 
pl-tl-je-te- pl-rl-je-te-
re 81 
<ppl£'t1')pe{; <PP l £-rflpOl 
FY .An201.3 PY.An1.10 
po-ro-ko-re- po-ro-ko-re-
te . te-re 
11 11 
FY.Jn829.4 PY.Jn832.1 
81 
/' 
TABLE V 
-EYZ NOUNS OF THE THIRD DECLENSION 
Nom. sg. t Gen. sg. Dat. ISg. Nom. pl. Gen. pl. Dat. pl. 
-e~' -~1''o' -e& -f)Fe' -T~Fwv -eOaa 
ka-ke-u ka-ke-we ka-ke-u-si 
xa.Axeu, xa.Ax~Fe' xa.AxeOai 
PY'.An601 PY.J'n3l0.l FY.An129.1 
ka-na-pe-u ka-na-pe-wo 
xva.q>eu, 
Py .En14·.2 
xVQ.q>f)Fo' 
PY.Eo269.2 
ke-ra-me-we ke-ra-me-wo 
xep(l~f")F&' xepa.IJ.f)Ftuv 
Py .An201 FY.Ro31l.l 
wo-ne ... we 
Fo, vTjFe l 
py .C1140.2 
ka-ma-e-u ka-ma-we 
?Xa.~a.£J, 
PY.EblS6.1 
1xa.~a.fjFe' 
FY.Eb236.l 
pe-re-ke-we 
I 1tAexfjFt' 
PY.AeS14 
88 
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.a 8tems. Hence, the basis for the use of these genitive singulars 
in Homer. 
Likewise, many consonant stems have a dative in -tl, seeming~ 
the original dative ending (as appearing in the Homeric ~~O€r and 
~XlA~r) of the third declension, whioh came to be replaced in latel 
Greek by -" of locatl va origin. Thus, we find LH [F] e (, xA£Fe r , 
~nOer, Aa~oxAeFer, n&xnpFea. 
Certain nouns appear to be deolined according to two declen-
sions, or to admit of heteroclite endings. Such would be the two 
accusative singulars, xopla.Ovov and xopla.Ova., 'coriander.' Also, 
or~o~ has an aocusative singular in ar~a., while XOXAO' has two 
plural nominatives, viz., XUXAOl and XOXAa.. 
In inventories of this sort, the dearth of verbs which exists 
is to be expeoted. Hence, no elaborate conjugations can be de-
duced. A sporadic use here or there, however, gives a basis for 
conjecture. 
In the common irregular verb e(~l, the third person plural is 
e-e-si written in Linear S, which Ventris has transliterated I£yo& 
introducing the Y on comparative grammar grounds (there is no way 
of determin1ng by ehe rules of ort~lOgraphy whether a Y is present 
or not). Homer seems to replace this form by!ao& , perhaps borrow-
ing the ending, as Ventris suggests, from the perfect. Bu~ more 
likely, it is ttle orie;inal wlcontracted form of the familiar e(ol • 
It is noteworthy even in this earliest Greek we have that the a 
is found, giving credence to the hypothesis ~hat all the original 
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present forms of this verb contained a a, viz., !a~t, ~a(a){, and 
the r63ular e~{, eo~lYI ta~~ (Sanskrit ~, ~, asti). 
Another very interesting verb fo~n is the present infinitive 
of them!!ltic verbs as exemplified by that 01' exUl, written a8 £xeey. 
This serves t.o substantia.te t:J.:.' £~neral opinion that the clas~ical 
infinitive ending in -£,\1 is a cC!J.traction of -eey. 
Only in the participles is a representative selection of 
readings obtainable. The present active participles are represent d 
by thE:: following: 
PY.Eb236: 
Py .Na51): 
Py .An724 .11 : 
PY.Vn493.1: 
FY.Eb338.2: 
0.8823: 
KN.B823 : 
PY.An18.6: 
PY.Ep6l7.l1: 
PY.An218.l: 
e-ko-te 
pe-re-wo-te 
e-qo-te 
a-ke-raz-te 
o-pe-ro-sa-de 
ta-pa-e-o-te 
a-pe-o-te 
a-pe-o 
8-0 
o-pe-ro-te 
EXOy"teC; 
1tAIFoY~t(; 
lnoY1:e(; 
d.ry t {AU \11: £ C; 
. 6cptAA.O (Y? ) aa 0 e 
'l:ap1ttoY'ttC; 
d'Jtt 0 Y't'e , 
&'1ttWY 
tOY 
6cpeAA.OY't'£(; 
It is again to be noted that it is impossl'ble to tell from 
the orthography whether or not a Y is to be wrItten here or not. 
(~uite possib1,., each of these couldoe written -01:'£'. 
Present passive particIples are represented by doubtful words 
such as q1-jo-me-n~: ~&O~£YO- (FY.Un2.1), re-qo-me-no: A.£l1tO~eVO­
(KN.As1517.l), to-ro-qe-jo-me-no: 'l:po1tto~evo- (FY.Eq213.l), z1e-so~ 
me-no: 11 (PY.Un267.4), wo-z?o-me-no: 17 (KN.So0429), and .-we-pe-
se-ao-me-nat 11 (Mf.106). Future participles, as well as one 
present middle partIciple, have already been m8n~ioned in regard 
to syntax. 
read: 
The following reduplicated perfect participles have been 
KN.Soo44o: 
PY'. Va48z: 
py.sa287: 
KN.Sd0405.l: 
Klf.Ral54l: 
KN.Ld871.2: 
de-do-rne-na 
qe-qi1-no-me-no 
de-da-me-no 
a-ra-ru-Ja 
k-ra-rtu-wo-a 
te-tu-ko-wo-a 
OeOO\-Leva 
'If 
oeorn.J.evov 
apa.pura. 
a.pa.pFoa. 
't'e't'uXFoa. 
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~he latter two forms seem to be archaic neuter plurtals of the 
perfect participle, while the former has the usual apapura as the 
feminine form. Notice the "Attic" rteduplication, morte common in 
Romert than in Attic itself. Without a doubt, therefore, this fOItm 
was not an invention of Homert, but a traditional fo~ he inherited 
from past oenturies. 
It would be interesting to inveatigate the use of ~he augment 
but due to the scarcity of material for such an investigation, 
no conclusion can be reached concerning it. Certainly it is not 
something demanded by rule in Homer as it is in later Attic. 
Quite possibly, its use, like that of G:1.e article, began in the 
Home ri cAge. 
Likewise, it is impossible to investigate other matters of 
great interest concerning morphology in the present state of tne 
decipherment of the Linear B tablets. It seems probable, for in-
stance, that several of the words ending in -me-na, understood to 
be neutert passive participles, may well be infinitives in the 
supposedly Aeolic ending of -lJ.eva.1 , so familiar to Homer t s readers 
Many Homeric forms, so long attributed to the Aeolic or the 
Cyprian and Arcadian dialects derive from Lhe Greek dialect of ii., 
I ill 
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the Mycenaean heroes. The \-I01"d Fdva.t;;, traditionally held to come 
from the CyprIan dialect, has already been seen in context in the 
Finally, some C01:1'lments in the field 01 phonology f·ollow. 
First, vIe ftnd that uncon"";racted for:ns in Mycenaean phonolo~ 
are the rule. This confirms th.e theory that the later the GrE~ek, 
the more contracted the forms. Homer uses many more uncontracted 
forms than Aeschylus; Agamemnon's stewa.rd used more tha.n Homer. 
In fact, contraction seems unknown. 
Another' phenomenon of Mycenaean phonolop;y is the retention of 
the digamma in seemingly every case except initially ~efore P. 
Its absence in a few words where our etymologies demand its 
presence (e.g., lvexa, i!pela., bPo~evo~, -gpo.) may be due to un-
explained circumstances, but pe.r>haps we will have to revise our 
etymologies in these cases. On the other hand, its use in Repu-
o'vF&~ may account for the Homeric lengthening of this suffix 
(e.g., onwprv~, Iliad v.5). 
The rem.ark was made that the digamma was omitted when initial 
This also haopens to an original 0 (e.g., pe-mo = on~p~o(v), just 
as r1-jo • Fp{ov). But a final ~ i8 also omitted. Whether this 
i8 due to Mycenaean orthography or whether the 0 was actually 
om! tted in speech c<Jnnot as yet be determined. 
One is very surprIsed co find the followlng peculiarity in 
the Linear B syllabary. For the p~latals x, Y, X and a given 
vowel, there is but one symbol. For the labials R, P, q> and a II 
I' 
IIIIIII 
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given vowel, there is but one symbol. Yet there is a separate 
symbol ror 0 while "t and e are represented by another. One would 
hesitate to draw any conclusion rrom this phenomenon, unless Ven-
tris is right in saying that it makes it possible to show that the 
Indo-European dh has already become voiceless. 
But the most striking feature of Mycenaean phonology iSLhe 
use or separate sibns to disting1lish the labiovelars. Ventris 
mentions that these labiovelar sounds were present in the pro-
nunciation or Ko,y~ Greek. But no more exact interpretation or 
their use, according to him, can be deduced.94 
His dirriculty with the laoiovelars does not seem intelligiol • 
For instance, he is surprised at the lack of any usual conjunctive 
rinding only S! used. This he transliterates xWe, and presumes it 
is identical with the Homeric and Aeolic xe, wflich must, therefore 
have had a much wider usage than in classical or even Homeric 
• 
times. It seems obvious, however, that the word comes into his-
torical Greek not as xe, but as the usual conjunctive "te; while 
the original rorm in S! is the regular Indo-European conjunctive, 
appearing as -que in Latin. 
Ridgeway95 long ago noticed that the Indo-European languages 
fall into two distinct groups, according as they modify or retain 
94Ventris and Chadwick, p. 102. 
95William Ridgeway, ~ Earll Age ~ Greece (Camoridge, 1901) 
I, 672. 
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the 51- Thus, the labiovelar is represented in Sanakrit by !. and 
.2" in Balto-Slavic by!" in Latin by .9J:! and £, but in Greek by 
n, ~. and 6. Likewise, the voiced labiovelar comes into Sanskrit 
as 8 or 1, into Halto-Slavic as ~ or ~, into Latin as ~ or X, 
but into Gres£( as 13, 6, and y. The aspirated labiovelar appears 
in Sanskrit a8 ae or h, in Balto-Slavic as !h, in Latin as !, ~, 
or a, but in Greek as ~, a, and X. 
It may be added that Greek dialects can also be distinguished 
among other means, by their modification of the Indo-Iuropean 
labiovelar. In elegaic and ia.mbic Ionic, the labiovelar appears 
in adverbs and pronominal adjectives as a x (XO~t, xo~epo~, x~~, 
~x~'); in Aeolic, it appears as n (n~aaupe', n~~n&, n~Aul) or ~ 
(~~p); in Boeotian likewise as n (~e~~ape'), while in Attic as n 
before a, 0, or a consonant (R&~&, n~~, ~nw'), ~ before an & or , 
(~,~) if unvoiced; as 13 before a, 0, or a consonant (l3a{yw), 0 
before an & or , (6&A~U') if voiced; and as ~ before a, 0, or a 
consonant (~ovo~), e before an e or , (~£p~O~. a~p) if aspirate. 
In the Mycenaean dialect, however, the dialect of the Linear 
B taolets, the primitive Indo-European labiovelar is still un-
differentiated. This is useful in provin~~ that this Mycenaean 
dialect is the substratum, not only of the Homeric epic dialect, 
but of all other Greek dialects as well. The followin3 words 
written with labiovelar consonants appear on the tablets; appended 
1s the more familiar form of the same word in literary Greek: 
PY.Eq213.1: 
P'Y.Un2.l: 
to-ro-qe-jo-me-no 
ql-Jo-me-no 
, 
~po'lteo~&vo-
:= ~,o~evo-? 
KN.Aa15l7.l: 
PY.Va482: 
PY.An724.ll: 
PY.Ep.$J9.7: 
Pr .. EblS6.2: 
FY.An18.9: 
Py .An!t27.3: 
PY.Ae134.1: 
D.SI055: 
KN.Ak824: 
Py .An607: 
FY.Jn478.10: 
KN.v147.2: 
FY.Jn43l.6: 
py .. AnI92.7: 
Py .. Jn693. 7: 
D.X480: 
FY.cn40.4: 
J;>e-qo-me-no 
qe-ql-no-me-no 
e-qo-te 
o-u-qe 
Al.-·tl- jo-qo (gen.) 
qQ· .. u-ko-ro 
a-to-po-qo 
qe-to-ro-po-pl 
e-qe-ta 
a-pi-qo-i-ta 
do-qe-ja 
E-u-to-ro-qo 
E-u-to-qo-ta 
A-pl-qo-(i)-ta 
A' .. e-ri"'qo-ta 
Pe-rl-qo-ta 
Qo-u-qo-ta 
Po-ru-qo-ta 
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)..el'JtojJ.£VO& 
= ~e~lVO\-LeVo-? 
lnov~€' 
o\51:e 
A(elo1to' 
13oU)('o)..o, 
&.P~0)(,01l01 
~e~pd1tOo<Pl 
f1te~a., 
'A~~l~O('T:T)' 
Oopel a. 
EopUl3d1:T)' 
E(5~P01tO~ , , 
, AIJ.~ " <i~' ~Erj' 
lip. pd1.\l"'" 
ITep' ,0{~T)' 
Bou!36~T)' 
no)..u<pov~lI' 
It the Mycenaean dialect, however, is not yet differentiated 
into other dialects as tar as consonants are concerned, the same 
cannot be said of vowel changes,. The Jlyoenaean dialect shows very 
few patterns of vowel changes differing from the Homeric language. 
Several of these vowel changes appear in other historic Greek 
dialects: undoubtedly it oan how be said that they were tne ones 
which preserved the original forms in these instances. Thus, 
there is evidence of the finalo of the Homeric and Attic dialects 
being a U ( 41td for cixo, ci1tdOo(H' for 6.1tOOOO& '>; likewise, of 
occasional alterations in a final or medial a (1tapo for 1tapa, 
~e~p&1to~, for ~e~pd1to[oJ~') as in Theasalian; and the change of 
an initial £ in some instances (6x(), although '1t( is written more 
than once. 'ox{ is not found as a Simple preposition in later 
Greek, but it survives in such words as 61twpa and 01tleev. 
These considerations in phonology point to the following 
conclusions. Nilsson has shown that varying fonns in Homer (which 
ii' II:! 
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he called C1p~ian, A~cadian, Aeolic) fo~ced one to place the be-
ginning of epic t~adition with its formulae of o~al composition 
in the "Aeolic" period.96 But then he was faced with the dilemma 
of assuming either that the A~cado-Cyprian dialect had influenced 
the Aeolic pOl~ts, or that the words in question were once co:mnon 
to the Aeolic dialeot. He was unwilling to admit the very hypo-
thetical first horn of the dilemma, while the second oame very 
near to saying that the Arcado-Cyprian dialect and ;·he historic-
ally known Aeolic dialects a~e derived from a common origin from 
Which they were later developed separately, but geographical and 
lingt<istic considerations seemed against such a view. But, he 
adds, "if this conclusion is right, the results are important."97 
It seems now, in the light of Linear 8, ths.t the conclusion is 
risht, because the MJcenaean dialect has those precise forms which 
had been attributed to the Arcado-Cyprian and the Aeoli c·· dialects • 
• Mycenaean Greek gives all indications of ueing the common origin 
hoped for and postulated as an explanation of the Homeric dialect. 
This was the chief conclusion of Michael Ventris and John Chadwick 
in their epoch-making article, "Evidence for Greek Dialect in 
the Mycenaean Archives." They wrote at the end of their article: 
If our Greek transliteration is justified, it points inescap-
ably to an archaio dialeot of the 'Achaean' type; which is 
preCisely what, on historical grounds, we should expect the 
96NilsBon, Homer ~ Mycenae, p. 176. 
91Ibid. 
-
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inhabitants of Pylos and of Mycenae to have spoken. The 
name 'Achaean' has been used to denote a hypothetical an-
cestor of the Arcado-Cyprian and of the Aeolic dialects, and 
it therefore seems t..ne most appropriate term to use for this 
new dialect • • • 
I~ this was the language of Nestor and of Agamemnon, the 
it was presumably also that of Demedokos and the poets of the. 
time. Should we not conolude that the tAeolic' stratum, 
which so opviously underlies the text of Homer, is not the 
Aeolic of Lesbos, but a much older Achaean form, w:lich had 
already set the conventions of epic verse within the 2nd 
millenium B.G.? 
Attention has been drawn ~o Similarities, especially in 
vocabulary, between Cyprian and Homer; but to suppose two 
transpositions, first from Achaean to Aeolic, and then from 
Aeolic to Ionic, is stretc.d.ing; credulity rather far. If the 
original stratum was of this archaic MYcenaean type, many 
of the difficulties disappeaz-. Certainly the sid.laz-itles 
outlines aboye seem a powerful argument in favour of such a 
hypothesis.9~ 
What are the important results of which Nilsson speaks? They 
are that the beginnings of epic poetry must be eaz-ller than the 
Doz-ian invasion, i.e., they must belong to the end of the Nycenaea 
Age, and that they must belong to the .Mainland where the.geograpb .. 
ical contiguity of the Achaean or Mycenaean dialects has 'been 
found. 99 
The Homeric epios, then, or the epic tradition predating the 
Homeric 6p10c, must have transmitted i~self in this manner. Start 
ing in the Ivcenaean Age and on the Main~and for z-easons given 
above, the tz-adition of oral epic poetry dates from. t.he thirteenth 
or twelfth century a.t the la.test (Ventris: second millenium. B .. G.lO ) 
98Ventris and Chadwick, p. 103. 
99Nilsson, Hom.er ~ MYcenae, p. l7~. 
lOOVeh~ris and Chadwick 
I 
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When the Mycenaeans were dispersed by the Dorians and took refuge 
across the Aegean, they brought with them their epics and trans-
mitted them to ~he Ionians.10l The possibility of advancing and 
consolidating this theory throu~h the decipherment of Linear B 
serves as an illustration of how its decipherment con~ributes to 
our understanding of tile literature as well as of the history and 
religion of early Greece. 
The decipherment of Linear B has proved an outstanding con-
tribution to Homeric scholarship. For Homeric scholarship con-
sists in as deep an understanding as possible of two things: the 
thought of Homer and the language of Homer. The thou.~ht of Homer 
is easily appreciated; but the key to a more intinEI te knowledge 
of and a further understanding of the people of whom Homer wrote--
of their location and civilization, their wars, their religion and 
mythology, their social structure, their literacy, their daily 
• 
life and customs--which is afforded by the Linear B tablets is of 
the Greatest value. It not only helps us to visualize mo!'e 
accurately and appreciate more deeply the moving Homeric descrip-
tions of town and country, but to penetrate more deeply and to 
fathom with greater insight the immortal characters of Homer, 
through our increased knowledge of their culture and our propor-
tionate1y increased ability to esteem their spirit. And the 
result of the decipherment of Linear B upon our knowledge of the 
101Xillaon, Homer and Mycenae, p. 177. 
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language of the Mycenaeans can give us a more profound.knowledge 
and appreciation of the language of ~he epics. When a person 
senses somethin~ of the flavor behind such words pregnant with 
connotation as pdva~ and Aa&', of XaAXO' and xpua&'J something of 
the antiquity of oa~o' and ayyeAo', of no~vta and A{Fo', he can 
experience a sensation akin to that he feels when coming upon 
actual remains of the cities of the heroes of Homer--Argos, My-
cenae, Troy. The decipherment of Mycenaean Greek in the Linear B 
script has provided the reader of Homer with another overtone in 
his appreciation of the world's greatest literature. 
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NOTE ON TABLET REFERENCES 
The various Line~ B tablets are referred to in the following 
manner. First appea.rs the place where the tablet was found. This 
is capitalized and abbreviated, e. g., .. KN for Knossos, PY for Pylos 
MY for Mycenae, 'l'H for Thebes. After the capitals and a period, 
the apeoiric clH8sifioation of the tablet .follows, according to 
the classification of Bennett 1n ~ Pylos Tablets (1951) as 
slightly revised in his ! Minoan Linear ~ Index and !h! Pylos Tab-
!!!! (1955). FolloWing this classification, expressed by a capi-
tal letter plus a small letter in the majorityo.f instances, ap-
pears the inv2':ttory number o.f the tablet, the number under which 
a given tablet can be found 1n the museum. This method of num-
bering, an improvement over the former method of numeratl'on wi thin 
a given classi.fica~ion, was worked out in the 1955 edition of 
The Pylos Tablets. 
Only readings which are generally accepted are used without 
qualification. Less oertain readings are queried: (1). 
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APPENDIX 
AN ATTEMPT AT DECIPHERING 
These tinal pages, constituting an attempt at further deciph-
erment or the Lin~·"'':'' 'fl ~ .:rtpt, have been undertaken for two 
reasons: first, to gain a humanistic, vicarious understanding of 
the difficulties undergone by tllose WilO have failed and by those 
who have succeeded in this great archaeological venture of our day, 
secondly, to try to make some additional contribution to the cause. 
As to the first purpose, the difficulties encountered In the 
decipherment of a script as ~mplicated as Linear B are sufficient 
to "be discouraging. E.ven when one is now able [;0 work from WE'll-
established principles and interpretations of individual symbols, 
allowing always for a margin of error, nothing can be aocomplished 
wi.thout difficulties. When a satisfactory transcription (which is 
rarely verifiable) from tle Linear B syllabic symbols into Greek 
or Latin script has been made, the nature oft-he Linear B syllabary 
still acts as a hindrance. For since there is often but; one sym-
bol for as many as three consonants with any given vowel, it is 
rather often that a single word in preliminary transliteration 
could jus t as easily be as many as ten otner' Gr8ek words. Context 
is the only refuge. But when the context Is made up entirely or 
~or the most part of other such words, its value 1s negligible • 
....... 
--I 
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As a result, no matter what utilitarian value crmes of an effort 
at decipherment, ther<'..; has at least resulted a deep and lasting 
appreciation of the difficulties involved in the process. 
As to the second purpose, ttl8.t of eolltr1buting some little 
decipherment to the cHuse, it possible, the undertaking 1s rather 
hazardous. No discovery of the kind can -':)e made wi IIhout mistakes. 
But it is a questlnn of values. Althout~ ~ne attempt is apt to 
lead to error, it should also be remembered that even a wrong con-
jecture has often led to a right on8, wnereas nothing is gained 
0Y Sitting still. It Is with caution mingled with hope, ti1erefore 
the. t the following suggested readings are odvanced. 
A short, interesting tablet is tae Pylos tablet py.va482, 
trom WI1ich Ventris quotes tor evidences of inflection,l but no 
words or which can he make out. The tablet 1s classified Va, i.e. 
'1 signifies that it is a tablet without ideograms, .! Signifies that 
• it concerns men or women. The tablet reads, according to the 
Bennett grid on page 31 of this thesis: 
qe-qi-no-me-no 
e-re-pa a-no-po a-ko ... so-ta z?e e-wi-su-z?-ko 2 ro-i-ko 3 
The first word, set off to tne upper right hand corner of 
the tablet as if introducing it, looks very much like a perfect 
middle or passive participle, with the reduplication in qe-qi, and 
the participia.l ending me-no (-~£YO').. One wO.Jld be severely temptE d 
lVentris and Chadwick, p. 88. 
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to think it a form of ~tvw, fto pay a debt,' 'to make compen-
sation,' were it not for the fact that the perfect middle of ~{vw 
seems to be ~e~rO~al without any known exceptions. Besides, it 
would seem that such a common term for payment, if' such was its 
Mycenaean use, would be of frequent appearance in tablets record-
ing commodities and business transactions; but it is found on no 
other tablet, either on the Mainland or at Knossos. Yet, accord-
ing to all rules of' comparative phonemics, the labiovelar sounds, 
here before ~ and 1, ought to come into later Greek as 1's, i.e., 
I~r\lo~lvo\l, meaning 'paid,' a very acceptable reading at the top 
of a tablet of this kind. 
The following word, e-re-ea, appears in this form only on 
this tablet as fa:\.' tiS the Mainland goes, although similar words 
like e-re-mo and e-re-e-wu appear on other tablets (FY.Er)12,7 and 
PY.Na2B4 respectively). At Knossos, however, e-re-pa-to appears 0 
KN.V684.1, while e-re-pa-te appears on four others, e-re-p~-te-o 
on KN.Sel007.2 and e-re-pa-te-wo on KN.Sd040).1 and KN.Scl006.1. 
This word escapes interpretation, but from the related forms ob-
served elsew~ere, it would seem to oe a noun oapable of declension 
through the addition ot a!! epuing. One thinks of the wordod~ap 
on PY.An192, declined exactly that way (da2-ma~d~ap t da2-ma-te-
d~ap~e', d.t.2-ma-te-o~a~ap-tlCtJ\l; thus perhaps e-re-pa~pe<pa.p, e-re 
pa-te=,pe~a~e' , e-re-pa-t.-o~pe~a.~ew\l?)~ 
a-no-po, the following word, appears also on PY.Cnl)1.6, whic 
eads: 
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ma-ro-pi to-ro-wi CATTLE 13 pa-ro a-no-po CA'llTLE 13 
where, although the meaning is not clear, the word is found to 
follow pa-ro (napo=nap~ whose meanind, 'from,' is established. 
The following word, a-ko-so-ta, is a proper name, appearing 
on six other Pylos Lableta. In Greek transliteration, it would be 
perhaps ~p~o~~~, as Ventrls suggests elseWhere, or perhaps ~~O~a~. 
Note that the ko-so equals .!!£ (')(.00, {;o). 
!!! is of doubtful transliteration, occurring only on three 
per cent of the tablets. On no other tablet does it stand alone, 
except on one Knossos tablet on which it is presumably an ideo-
gram. 
E-wi-su-z?-ko is likewise ot doubttul transcription, since 
Bennett reads tL1.6 tnlrd symbol !!,!!, while both Ventris find Furumark 
read~. The following symbol is too infrequent to be of estab-
lished phonology; but Ventris and Furumark again preter some z 
• 
syllable. I believe that ~ syllable should be written ~o~, be-
cause this word, while not appearing at Pylos again, occurs two 
times on Knossos tablets (KN.Sel007.1 and 1008.1), each time being 
spelled e-wi-su-Zol-ko, i.e., with the already established sign 
for.!2. On the latter of 'cnese two t~blets, thought to be lists 
ot names, it is the only word still legible on the tablet; on the 
other tablet, however, it is followed by the significant word: 
e-re-pa-te-o~. Is there a connection between e-wl-su-zo-ko and 
e-re-pa-(te)? 
The following and last word, rO-i-ko, 1s surrounded by 
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numerals, viz., preoeded by the number 2, and followed by the 
number 3. More likely, the preceding 2 goes with the preceding 
word. The word ro-i-ko appears on no other Linear B tablets, and 
the appearanoe of e,n 1 in the middle of the word is surprising. 
It does not seem to oocur elsewhere, and when it oocurs at the 
end ot a word, e.g., do-e-ro-i (OO~A01) on PY.Ae26, it is the 
-01 diphthong~l ending. This, however, is in conformity with 
ASSURled Rule 3, which states that the second component of diph-
thongs in 0' is generally omitted exoept before another vowel and 
in noun endings. No other reading of ro-i-ko seems possible, how-
ever, and it will be notioed that frequent exceptions and varia-
tions in spelling are found, due, quite likely, to the rather 
restricted literacy of the time. 
The reading of the tablet, however, remains unintelligible. 
The single syllable !1! is particularly puzzling. As a one syl-
lable word it makes no sense in its present transliteration. One 
might think of a suffix -~e, used occasionally (more properly for 
=00£), but since this suffix 1n Linear B is never found separated 
trom the preoeding'word of whioh it is enolitic, it should not be 
presumed that a questionable -~t oan be. 
Is the solution to question the transliteration of z?e? One 
finds the following: at Pylos, this symbol appears as a part of 
several other sign groups. In FY.F.nlB7, it is found in the word 
z?e-u-ke-u-'!!, which, when'one remembers that!.! is read.s!. or 
.2.!:!!. as well, transliterates into Greek as teu"(e:Ool, dative plural 
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of teuytu~, 'harness maker.' In PY.Xa70, it appears 1n the word 
z?e-i-ja-ka-ra-na, which is transliterated ttl axpdvd (xplIva=Doric 
for xp~v~), 'head of wheat' (note that ~ is never found in the 
first declension in Mycenaean). Again, the word appears z?e-po-ro 
!=!! pa-ro!. • • • followed by the ideogram for grain, wluch 
transllterates Intote{1(opov iXtl 1ta.pO 'I. (~e{1(opov being 'grain' 
this is the classical ~e{- or te&-1CCpoV, due to the change from 0 
to u). Whatever the exact determination of these examples, the 
transliteration of !1! seems to be well founded. 
Can any plausible reading of PY.Va482 be given, then? One 
prefers not to venture too far afield when tne only word certain 
is a proper noun; still, a conjecture can invite constructive 
criticism. A-no-po can well be a proper noun, too, since it is 
preceded by pa-ro in PY.Cn131.6. If e-re-pa is read ~pe~4, sub-
stantive of ~p~~, it would mean 'roof.' The last word seems to 
be pOlXO?, 'slanted,' 'curved.' E-wi-su-zo-ko, which appears with 
a-re-pa in KN.Sel007.l, reminds one of the Homeric ILao~, probably 
written originally with a digamma: ~F,autoxo?, although the latter 
component of the word is unknown. If the z?e word-syllable could 
be read 5e, one would derive a reading: 
epecpa. 'AV01ttf1· 
'te't'VolJ.~VOV: 
'Al: ' '1. , 1':)" , 'Z ~o't~ 5£ ~F,auto~o, ~, P01XO' v. 
But if, as evidence indicates, the!1! must be read te or tel, the 
interpretation remains obscure. Hence, it might be better to read: 
't£'tlVOIJ.~VOV: 
epecpa. 'AVox~· 'A~&'t~ 1? ~F,autoxo, 2, pOlXO{ 3. 
\,i 
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Paids 
Anops's roof. For Axotas, 71, two even all around, three 
curved. 
Another tablet which offers material for decipherment is PY. 
Un267, which reads: 
o-do-ke a-ko-so-ta 
tu-we-ta-a-re-pa-zo-o 
tu-we-a a-re-pa-te 
ze-so-me-no 
ko-rl-a2-da-na UNKNOWN IDEOGRAM #1 6 
ku-pa-ro2 UNKI'lOWN IDEOGRAM #1 6 UNKNOWN IDEOGHAM #2 6 
two more lines of unknown ideograms with numerals following 
three lines erased 
The meanIng of the first 11n~ 1s obvious: o-do-ke a-ko-so-ta 
is nothing else than ~ a~xe 'A~&~«'. It is encouraging to find our 
friend Axotas mentioned in an intelligible context for a change. 
The following line of the tablet is not so easy to interpret. 
The meaning of tu-we-a is not immediately clear. Perhaps its 
eaning can be arrived at, when ingenuity is lacking, by a scienti 
fic process of' elimination. One finds by examining the le.x1con 
that the only known class1cal Greek words which it could be are 
following: -ropo', Gue(a., Sueo'tCI', S'''1e,<;;, 6'00', SUpa., eupeo,. 
hlch one ls the proper word in this context? Furumark suggested 
a hypothetical form SUI-'eGo, • spices,' for both this and the follow-
ing line. But there does not seem to be any declension wnioh 
ould account for a variation between ta and ~ in the ending. One 
ould like to construe one of the words as an adjective, the other 
s a noun, but since the word modified by the adjeotive will be 
shown to be neuter Singular, the likelihood of its be1ng an ad-
jective is diminished, because the neuter sinular form would not 
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end in ta. Howeve~, if the first word were a noun, there would be 
-
no need for agreement between it Hnd the following word. Now the 
first word in the second line, tu-we-ta, transliterates regularly 
into eoto~a', when one remembe~s that the a is omitted before a 
following consonant. eoea~a~, 'a pestle,' might be found to fit 
the context. 
The following word, a-re-pa-zo-o, begins in all probability 
with the word !A€l~ap, 'unguent,' toil,' and in a slightly applied 
aense, 'pitch.' The~e does not seem to be another known G~eek 
word wnch fits this spelling. The second component of the word 
is not olear, tlowever. The obvious conjecture is that it is 4W',W, 
but its exaot interpretation is doubtful. Perhaps aAet~ap ~v 
might indioate 'flUid' pitch or oil. 
The first word in the third line, tu-we-a, followed by a-re-
pa-te, an oblique form of the aA£l~p of the preceding line, can 
• be transliterated into two words: 1) the accusative singular of 
So&{, 'an offering'; 2) euela., 'a mortar,' tcup.' The connection 
between pestle and mortar is apparent. Yet neither of these 
readings is grammatically satIsfactory. For Ou&' to have an 
accusative singular Soed, it would be a heteroclite, very rare 
for neuter nouns; while the classical word for mortar or cup is 
feminine in gender. The inconsistency in its being feminine is 
found in the next two words. A-re-pa-te can be nothing else than 
&Ae,~d~e" the dative singular of aAe,~ap of the preceding line; 
while ze-ao-me-no is an obvious future participial form of ~~w, 
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'to boll, t 'to seethe,' alt'lcug..PJ. its sit;nification in oontext is 
not clear. But the ending !.e-no, bein~~ either -lJ.evo~ or -~evov. 
indicates El1 ther a mt~sculine or neuter, while it proves to be the 
modifier of tu.-we-a. The easiest solutton, but one waich Should 
be the last resorted to, 1s ~ne hypothesis that 6uc(a, like or~ov 
and xdx~o', had alternate genders 1n Mycenaean Greek. 
Tne ko-ri-a2-da-na of the followin
H
, l-:'r~e is interpreted by 
.Fw:-umark to be an alternate form for the classicalxop{t\YVOV,2 and 
Ventris uses the same reading, xop(a~va, as another example of a 
heterocllte declensIon.) 
The ~u-pa-x:oa. of the next line seems to (,e XU1tQ,&PO~, the 
Doric (and Mycenaean, due to their Use ofa in the first declen-
sion) form ot lu.ht&& po'. The ideol:;ram whIch follows !u-p",;-rog, 
followed itself by the numeral 6, is the sarne 8.S that following 
~o-ri-az-da-na. It hae been suggested that it should be lnter-
'I 
preted a8 • grain.' Sinoe it 1"0110ws two words, thcugh, which 
both ind.Icate a type of. nerb or grass, it seems lTl(>re likely a 
meaaure of tt~ commodity mentioned. Perhaps bale (Which the ideo-
gram resembles) 18 too large a quantity f'or h.erbs; the generic 
"bundles" 1UY' suftice. 'lin. other ideogram must remain uncertain 
tuntil a suffioient oontext throwe more li ,:',ht on the sUbjeot. 
In vle", of the above, therefore, one mt:,,ht. venture to pro-
2Furumarlc, p. 53. 
3Ventrls and ChadWick, p. 92. 
'I 
" 
pose the following reading: 
~ OG5X€ 'A~o'ta~. 
eueo'ta,· aAel~ap ~~ov· 
eU&{a~? ~A£l~d't&l 
~&a&p.&vo~· 
xop(a.OvQ. *' 6 
x6na.lpo' '* 5 
two lines of unknown ideograms 
three lines erased 
Given by Axotas: 
A pestle. Liquid oil. 
A cup to boil oil in. 
Six bundles of coriander. 
Six bundles of galingal. 
.. . . . . 
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All7 transliter~tions a.nd conjectures must remain neoessarily 
tentative. The deciphement of Linear B is still in its early 
stages. Many of the proposed values may have \:;.0 be reconsidered, 
and the rules of orthography may not yet be fulll Wlderstood: many 
of the most ba1'fling features may be due to Linear B being a scrip1 
imperfectly adapted to Greek from the conventions of a quIte dif-
ferent language. But it is the belief of Michael Ventris and of 
many others well versed 1n the field that prolonged study will 
eventually enable the whole Mycenaean material to be interpreted 
in detail. 
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NOTE: Since the writing of this appendix, Professor L.R. Palmer, 
in a broadcast over BBC, as reported in the Listener for Novemper, 
24, 1955 (p* 892), gave a tentative translation of the very tablet 
last mentioned, FY.Un267. Taking the tu-we-ta of the second line 
as a proper name, Palmer derived tne plausiole reading: "How Axo-
tas gave to Thyestes the unguent boiler aromatic herbs for boilin6 
in the unguent." 
His translation compared with the suggestions of the appendix 
shows that he confirmed many ot the suggestions and showed greater 
insi ght in translating other words. Examining his translation i.n 
more detail, we can attribute his "How AXotas gave • • • n to his 
effort to popularize it for a radio audience. The ~ O~xe 'A~O~«~ 
is olear enough. 
It 1s interesting to find that Palmer arrived at the same 
conclusion as we did in regard to the best spelling of the proper 
&me A-ko-so-ta. 
Making 8uiO"t4~ a proper noun is a stroke of ingenuity, of 
that ingenuity which was admittedly lacking and in whose steAd a 
scientific process of elimination was substituted. Palmer un-
doubtedly takes thE'l name in the dati va case: eu~o't" .. 
It is not at all clear to what Greek worJ Palmer reduces tne 
following a-re-ea-zo-o to obtain the epithet 'unguent boiler.' 
first component of the word is undoubtedly framaAe,~ap; the secon 
part must be a derived form of ~~w, 'to boil.' Perhaps he would 
read the Greek word as ~Ael~~~oo', as the proper transliteration 
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seems to dema.nd, but there are no comparisons tn other words of 
this composition. 
Palmer understands tu-we-a of the following line as 'aromatic 
herbs,' taking it as the accusative plural of eoo~, viz., GuFed. 
'l'his certainly seems the correct reading, but it is fraught with 
a grammatical difficulty. The ze-so-me-no of the following line, 
Which Palmer agrees with me in taking as a future participle of 
purpose, must be masculine or neuter singular. The ~ is definite 
ly of that phonetic quality; 1t cannot be read n!. My suggested 
reading as fa cup to boil 011 1n' 1s hardly more satisfactory, 
however, for, besides the non-Greek construction, I also have a 
grammat1cal d1fficulty in that the classical form of the word for 
cup is generally feminine. 
All in all, Palmer's translation, while plausible, can hardly 
be classified as more than tentative. Yet, it will be readily 
" 
seen that he derived a much more satisfactory reading of the 
tablet than that presented in this appendix. 
APPROVAL SREET 
The th •• t. submttted b1 Fnnoi. r. Gigaao, S,J. 
haa been Had and apppoved by three member. of the 
DepartllWnt ot Cla.n!ee. 
The tinal oopl.. have been examined by the 411"-
ecto .. ot t.bG theai. and the s1gnature which appear. 
below ve.itl.. the taot that &n1 nec.ssary change. 
hav. been incol'ponted, and that the theai. i8 now 
given tlnal approval with reterence to content, 
.tOI'll, and meohaftloal aacuNc1, 
'!he theai. 1a th.NrO" aocepted in partial .. 
fulfillment of the requirements tor the de~e of 
Maater ot Art •• 
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